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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to conduct a tem
poral and kinematic analysis of the front handspring by 

comparing the filmed performances of ten high skilled 
and ten low skilled subjects.

The following results were obtained from this 
analysis $

1) The general sequence of events and total time 
needed to execute the entire skill were similar for all 

subjects. The high skilled subjects had hand lift-off 

occur sooner after take-off leg lift-off than it did in 
the low skilled subjects. Flight phase was twice as long 
for the high skilled group than it was for the low skilled 
group.

2) The two skill groups did not differ significantly 

on the following measures— hand placement distance in 

front of the take-off foot; position of center of gravity 
in relation to hands at hand contact and at take-off; and, 

initial velocity of projecting the center of gravity.



3) The high skilled group was significantly different 

from the low skilled in the following aspects of the 
performance— shorter time spent in hand contact with the 

ground; smaller total angular range of the center of 
gravity motion over the hands during hand contact; and, 
higher angle of projection of the center of gravity 
following hand push-off.



CHAPTER I 

NATURE AND SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM 

Introduction to the Problem

Within the past several years, gymnastics has 
experienced an increase in popularity. A great deal of 
literature has been published concerning gymnastic skills. 
However, there appears to be a lack of reliable information 
and general agreement among authorities in the area of 

gymnastic skill description, specifically in the front 
handspring. Almost all of the known and accepted descrip

tions are vague and are based on visual observation and 
personal estimations of proper technique. Only a limited 
amount of information is based on actual objective data,.

The front handspring is a gymnastic skill found in 

both men's and women's tumbling routines and floor exer
cises. It is usually taught at the intermediate level, 

although it can be found in both intermediate and advanced 
levels of competition. The front handspring is preceded

1



by a run and a hop and is performed by rotating the body 
through the air, traveling through a handstand position 
and completing the skill in an erect standing position 
(Hay, 1973).

Since there is a noticeable controversy regarding 
the details of this skill in the literature and because 
there is a lack of clear, workable description of a prop
erly executed front handspring, a more in-depth analysis 
of the skill is warranted.

Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this study is to conduct a temporal 

and kinematic analysis of the running front handspring with 

focus placed on the force producing phase of the skill. A 
sequential time analysis of body movement will be pre

sented. Then, the following aspects of the skill perfor
mance will be analyzed: a) the distance between the hands

and take off foot at hand contact, b) the time spent in 
hand contact with the ground, c) the angular range through 

which the body (center of gravity) moves over the hands



contact, d) the projectile characteristics of the center of 
gravity during the flight phase. These above aspects of 
the skill will be analyzed and compared for high and low 
skilled performers.

Questions to be Investigated 
This study will investigate and analyze the fol

lowing questions concerning the performance of high and 
low skilled subjects executing the running front hand^ 
spring:

1) What is the timing or sequence of body movements 
or events found in the front handspring per
formed by high and low skilled performers?

2) What is the distance between the toe of the 
take off leg and heel of the hand at hand con
tact with the ground prior to take off, and
is this distance significantly different for 
high versus low skilled subjects?

3) What is the time spent in hand contact with.the 
ground immediately prior to hand take off, and 
is this time significantly different for high 
versus low skilled subjects?
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4) What is the total angular range through which the 

body (center of gravity) moves over the hands 
during hand contact and is this significantly 
different for high versus low skilled subjects?
a) How far (in degrees) is the center of

gravity behind a vertical line through the 
wrist as the hands first contact the floor 
and is it siginficantly different for high 
versus low skilled subjects?

b) How far (in degrees) is the center of J
gravity ahead of a vertical line through 
the wrist as the hands leave the floor and 
is it significantly different for high 
versus low skilled subjects?

5) What are the projectile characteristics of the 
center of gravity in the flight phase?
a) What is the angle of projection of the

center of gravity at take off and is it 
significantly different for high versus low 
skilled subjects?



b) What is the initial velocity of the center

of gravity at take off and is it significantly 

different for high versus low skilled subjects? 
These questions Were formulated in an attempt to 

reconcile a number of differences of opinion that were 
found in the review of literature. The first question 
dealing with temporal factors of the front handspring will 
be answered by a descriptive analysis of the data, whereas 
the remaining questions will receive a descriptive analysis 
as well as a statistical test (Mann-Whitney U Test) to 
determine whether there is a significant difference between 

high and low skilled subjects on each technique factor. 

Because of the exploratory nature of this study and the 
lack of conclusive technique descriptions in the literature, 
the null hypothesis of no difference between groups will 
be tested for each technique factor.

Scope of the Study 
The subjects in the study were limited to female 

performers who were participating on the women's gymnastics 

team at The University of Arizona, attending undergraduate



gymnastics classes at The University of Arizona, or 
participating on the women's gymnastics team at the high 
school level in.Tucson, Arizona. They were volunteers who 
were chosen on the basis of their ability to perform a
running front handspring and not on other gymnastic
abilities»

The study was limited to an analysis of the time 

sequence of actions of the body, the distance between hands 

and take off foot at hand contact, the time spent in hand 

contact with the ground, the angle formed by the body
(center of gravity) with the vertical during hand contact
and the characteristics of the path of the center of 
gravity of the body during flight. There was no attempt 

to equate the subjects in terms of body height or weight.

Definition of Terms 
The following terms are used through the study: 

Center of Gravity-— This is an imaginary point deter

mined by the intersection of the three primary planes.
The body weight is equally distributed about this point 
(Cooper, 1970). _



Flight Phase— The flight phase starts as the fingers 
leave the mat and end when one or both feet land on the 
mat. This phase is characterized by the entire body being 
completely in the air. The body is not supported by 
either hands or feet.

Force Producing Phase— This phase includes all actions 

that begin at the moment the swing leg starts its swing 
upward and backward. The hands are then placed on the 

ground and the take off leg starts its swing upward and 
backward to join the swing leg. The phase ends as the hands 
leave the ground at take off.

High Skilled Performer— The high skilled performer is 
a person who is able to execute a front handspring landing 

on the feet with a stretched, elongated body position 

throughout the skill. A more detailed description of 
skilled performers can be found in the section dealing 
with selection of subjects.

Kinematics— -The study relating to the displacement, 

velocity and acceleration characteristics of motion rather 

than the forces that cause the motion (Huang, 1967).



Landing Phase—-The landing phase starts immediately 
after the flight phase as one or both feet make contact 

with the ground and ends when the body is in a stationary 
erect position.

Low Skilled Performer— The low skilled performer is a 
person who is able to execute a front handspring landing 
on the feet but lacks a stretched and elongated body 
position when performing the skill. A more detailed 

description of the skill level of these.subjects can be 

found in the section dealing with the selection of 
subjects.

Preparatory Phase-— This phase includes a run and a 
hop taken before the swing leg starts its swing upward 
and backward in the force producing phase.

Swing Leg— The leg that is the first to be thrust 
upward and overhead immediately prior to hand contact with 

the ground. The upward swing of this leg begins the force 

producing phase.
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Take Off Leg— The leg that is the last to leave the 
floor with a push from the floor just prior to take off 

from the floor.

Temporal Analysis— -This type of analysis examines the 
sequence and timing of body movements or events found in 
a skill.

Probable Value of the Study

In recent years there has been a noticeable increase 

of interest in the area of gymnastic skill analysis. Avail
able literature concerning the front handspring has been 

found to be uninformative when dealing with the objective 
detailed description of the various phases of this skill. 
This study may resolve a number of differences of opinion 

in the literature describing the running front handspring 

and may. provide specific information about, or distinctions 

between, high and low skilled performers in the following 
areas: time sequence of body actions, distance between
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take off foot and hand, at hand contact, time and angular 
range of the center of gravity displacement during hand 

contact, and the trajectory components of the center of 
gravity during flight.

Such information would give the teacher and coach 
more insight into the components of the skill and inter
action of body parts in various phases of the skill. With 
better understanding of the kinematic aspects of the skill 
and practice in these areas, improved performance of both 
the low skilled and high skilled gymnast may be achieved.



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

In this chapter a summary of related literature is 
presented. Since limited research is available which is 
applicable to this investigation, this section represents 

a summary of the reported authoritative opinions. The 
review of literature is divided into two sections. The 
first section is a review of literature available in the 
area of gymnastic skill description, primarily from gym
nastics teaching methods literature. Descriptions of the 
front handspring will be discussed according to the 

various phases of the skill to facilitate further, compar
ison among authors. ' The second section deals with the use 
of cinematographic techniques in the analysis of various 

gymnastic skills.

Front Handspring Descriptions in Gymnastics
Literature.

This section is subdivided and the running front 

handspring will be discussed on the basis of the following

11
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four phases: preparatory phase, force producing phase,
flight phase and landing phase.

Preparatory Phase
The preparatory phase includes a run and a hop 

taken before the swing leg starts its swing upward and 
backward in the force producing phase.

Description. There seemed to be basic agreement 

among the authors reviewed in relation to the preparatory 
phase of the front handspring. Bowers, Pie, Kjeldsen and 
Schmid (1972, p. 30) and Roys (1969, p. 43) stated that 

the body should be straight and stretched while Hughes
(1973, p. 301) commented that the body is inclined forward.

)

Hughes further stated that as the hopping leg lands, it 
does so behind the performer's center of gravity. One can 
assume that this position is associated for the forward 
lean of the body and the step forward onto the take off 

leg. Kunzle and Thomas (1956, p. 63) observed a "slightly 
exaggerated" bend of the take off knee and Bowers et al. 
(1972, p. 30) noted a "reaching forward with both hands."
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Summary. All of the authorities reviewed stated 

that the preparatory phase consists of a run followed by a 
hop. However, a difference of focus was apparent in the 

discussion of the body position during this phase. Two 
authors stated that the body should be straight during the 

hop while Hughes observed that the body was inclined 

forward. A bend of the take off knee and a reaching for
ward with the hands was also noted.

Force Producing Phase
This phase includes all actions that begin at the 

moment the swing leg starts its swing upward and backward. 

The hands are then placed on the ground and the take off 
leg starts upward and backward to join the swing leg. The 
phase ends as the hands leave the ground at take off.

Description. The force producing phase is by far 
the most crucial phase of the front handspring. Once the 
performer is airborne, he no longer has the ability to 

change the path.of the body (center of gravity) (Hay 1973, 

p. 289). The path of the center of gravity is determined at 
the instant of take off. Thus, the actions preceding the 
take off are important to a successful performance.



All of the literature reviewed indicated that the 
force producing phase begins with a simultaneous lowering 
of both hands to the mat and upward thrust of the swing 
leg. There appeared, however, to be two schools of thought 
in relation to hand placement. Grossfield (1974) and 

Baley (1974, p. 121) stated that the hands should be placed 
on the mat close to the take off foot. They made no men
tion of the exact distance of hand placement in relation to 

the foot. Close placement of hands, Baley stated, results 
in greater rotatory momentum. Szypula (1968, p. ’65) more 
specifically stated that the hands should be placed one 
foot in front of the take off foot so that the shoulders 
are beyond the hands. Johnson and Duncan (1971, p. 41) 
stated that the hands should be placed a "pace" ahead of 

the forward foot with the eyes looking forward at the 

hands (Figure 1). Kunzle and Thomas (1956, p. 63), on the 
other hand, contended that the hands should be placed on 

the mat as far forward as possible. Cochrane (1969, p. 68) 
also specified that the hands should be placed as far 
forward as possible so that they are in front of the 

shoulders. This statement clearly differs from the hand- 

shoulder position recommended by Szypula.
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Figure 1. Front Handspring 
(Johnson and Duncan, 1971, p. 41)

Additional description of hand placement was made 
by Hughes (1973, p. 41) when he observed that the hands 

should be placed about two feet in front of the forward 

foot and about a shoulder width apart. Cooper (1970, p. 32) 

maintained a similar view but remarked that the exact place

ment should be eighteen inches in front of the take off 
foot. Hay (1973, p. 301) made no mention of the exact hand 
placement but did observe a lowering of the trunk as well 

as the hands at the point of hand contact with the mat 
which is crucial in displacing the center of gravity 

further forward over and beyond the take off foot.
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While the hands are being placed on the ground, the 

swing leg thrusts upward and over the head. Grossfield 
(1974) stated that the swing leg should be "very high" at 
the moment of hand contact with the mat, but the recom
mended height was not given. There also seemed to be some 
discrepancies in skill description in regard to when the 
take off leg push-off occurs in relation to hand contact. 
Hughes (1973, p. 41) indicated that the take off leg 
thrusts upward before the hands contact the mat, while Hay 
(1973, p. 301) and Szypula (1968, p. 65) both stated that 

this action occurs at the same time as hand contact. Hay 

further explained that angular momentum is developed by 

the upswing of the swing leg and by the moment of the 
performer's body weight around the wrist which serves as 
a horizontal axis. <

A controversial aspect and one in which there was a 
variety of opinion was in the "blocking" aspect of the 
front handspring. In general, gymnastics literature did 
not provide a clear, precise and workable definition of 

the "block.” Bowers et al. (1972, p. 30) described it as a 
push in a forward, downward direction. Hay (1973, p. 302)



called it a downward thrust of shoulder and arm muscle 

groups. Jensen and Schultz specified that: "The primary

function of the supporting arms in such skills is to pro
vide a stable base at the correct time. If the skill is 
done well, the joints of the upper extremities bend very 
little and therefore, they provide limited force to aid the 
rotation (1973, p. 328)." Taylor, Bajin and Zivic (1972, 
p. 51) stated that hand contact with the floor is very 
short and is followed by forceful extension through the 

shoulders (Figure 2, Position 5). Kunzle and Thomas (1956, 
p. 65) observed that as the hands contact the floor, the 

forward movement of the shoulders is checked and the whole 
body "bounces off" the hands and into the air. Hughes 
(1973, p. 42) stated that the block is in actuality a 

"rebounding off" the hands with a push from the fingers 
and a thrust from the shoulders which is of secondary

Figure 2. Front Handspring (Taylor et al., 1972, p 51.)
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importance. The shoulders are positioned behind the arms 
and trunk in a straight line.

In regard to the timing or start of the "blocking" 
action, Kunzle and Thomas stated that the body should be 
"about 30° off a handstand, straight and traveling forward" 
(1956, p. 65). Bunn (1955, p. 202) observed that the hand 

take off should occur as the center of gravity passes the 

vertical. Taylor et al. (1972, p. 52) expressed a similar 
view but observed that the body was at the vertical or a 
little beyond vertical at the time of the push off.

Summary. The literature reviewed was contradictory 
as to the proper hand placement on the mat in relation to 

the take off foot. Three authors stated that the hands 

should be placed close to the take off foot while two 
other authors stated that the hands should be placed as 

far forward as possible. Two of the authors reviewed 
stated specific distances (eighteen inches and two feet) 
that the hands should be placed in front of the take off 
foot. This study will attempt to resolve this difference 

of opinion by measuring the distance between the toe of 
the take off foot and the heel of the hand at hand contact.
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There was also a question in the literature as to 

whether the take off foot leaves the mat before or after the 
hands contact„ Furthermore, there was no discussion as to 
the length of time that the hands are in contact with the 
ground. This study will present a temporal analysis of the 
front handspring in an attempt to resolve these questions 

that were unanswered in the literature.
All of the authorities reviewed emphasized the 

importance of a strong "blocking" action from the shoulders 
at take off. Some authors implied that a strong block 
is associated with a short hand contact time with the 
ground. This study will measure the exact hand contact 
time for both high and low skilled subjects to note 
differences, if any, in the length of hand contact. How

ever, it was not the plan of this study to examine the 
forces involved in "blocking." To further clarify the 
meaning of "blocking," it would be beneficial, in the 
future research, to measure the amount of force exerted 

by the arm and shoulders through the use of a force plate.
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There was an apparent difference of opinion between 

two authors in regard to the position of the body at the 
start of the "blocking" action. While one stated that the 
"block" should occur as the center of gravity of the body 
passes the vertical, another author stated that the center 

of gravity should be at vertical or a little beyond 

vertical. This study will attempt to provide insight into 
this problem by posing the two following questions: How
far (in degrees) is the center of gravity behind the 
vertical line passing through the wrists as the hands con
tact the floor and how far (in degrees) is the center of 

gravity ahead of a vertical line through the wrists as 
the hands leave the floor?

Flight phase
The flight phase starts as the fingers leave the 

mat and ends when one or both feet land on the mat. This 

phase of the handspring is characterized by the entire 

body being completely in the air. The body is not supported 
by either hands or feet.
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Description. Skill description concerning the 

flight phase was very limited as most authorities did not 
mention this phase in their analysis. Those authors who 
did discuss this phase were somewhat vague in their 
descriptions. Bowers et al. (1972, p. 30) called the flight 

phase a "noticeable rise off floor." Cooper (1970, p. 32), 

Taylor et al.(1972, p. 53) and Szypula (1968, p. 66) stated 

that the body should be fully extended with a lightly 
arched back. Musker, Casady and Irwin (1968, p. 96), on 
the other hand, stated that after hand take off, the per
former "whips his legs forward and downward and then 
flexes at his waist" in preparation for landing (Figure 3). 

It was also noted that all of the authors omitted mentioning 
center of gravity characteristics.

Figure 3. Front Handspring (Musker, Casady and Irwin, 
1968, p. 96)
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Summary., Limited information was available on the 

flight phase of the front handspring. Many authors com
pletely excluded this phase from their discussions. Those 
who did mention the flight phase in their analysis were 
rather vague and the information presented was contradictory. 
While some authors stated that the back is slightly arched, 
Musker et al.(1968, p. 96) stated that there is some 
flexion at the waist in preparation for landing. There is 
no mention in the literature of the ideal angle of pro
jection of the center of gravity that would ensure a prop
erly executed front handspring. As a result, this study 

will attempt to clarify both aspects of the flight phase: 

a) the position of the body in mid-flight (as illustrated 

in tracings) and b) center of gravity projection charac
teristics. The center of gravity characteristics will
include the angle of projection and the initial velocity

!

of the center of gravity at take off.

Landing Phase

This phase starts immediately after the flight 

phase as one or both feet make contact with the ground and 

ends when the body is in a stationary erect position.
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Description. The literature indicated a general 

agreement regarding the landing phase of the front hand
spring. Most authors stated that the body should be 

slightly arched as it rotated upward over the feet to a 
stand. The head is held between the arms and the body 
weight is over the balls of the feet at foot contact. One 
author (Musker et al., 1968, p. 96) Contradicted the other 
authors by advocating a flexed back and lowered arms at 

landing. This position can be seen in Figure 3, Page 21.

Summary. Most of the authorities reviewed stated 
that the gymnast should land on the balls of the feet 
keeping the head slightly back and the back arched. Only 

one author disagreed and stated that the back should be 

flexed with the arms downward.

Cinematographic Analysis of 
Gymnastics Skills

A great deal of information can be found in the 
area of cinematographic analysis of gymnastics skills, 

specifically in the areas of long horse vaulting, parallel 
bars, still rings, horizontal bar, side horse and 

tumbling (Atwater, 1973). This review of literature will
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deal with the information found in selected English 

language studies which employed cinematographic analysis 
in the study of tumbling skills and the front handspring.

Cinematographic Analysis of Tumbling Skills
Numerous studies employing cinematographic tech

niques of skill analysis have been completed in the area 
of tumbling skills. For example, Wilson (1959) analyzed 
films of expert, average and poor performers executing a 
round-off. Wilson found that the expert performers had a 

greater forward lean of the trunk from the vertical at 
take off, they landed with a more erect trunk position, 
and execution of the entire skill was faster than for the 
unskilled performers.

Wienke (1972) studied the path of the center of 
gravity of body segments in a subject performing a well 

executed round-off. The study centered on linear displace
ment measurements of the center of gravity of the body. A 

cubic spline function curve was employed to smooth out the 
joint angle data by providing a "line of best fit" and to 
compensate for measurement errors. From the displacement



curve of joint angle measures she was able to derive ve
locity and acceleration measures.

Expert, average and poor subjects were analyzed 
by Holmes (1968) as they performed a backward handspring. 
The expert subjects were found to have a greater backward 
lean at take off, more horizontal velocity during the 

initial flight.phase, greater height of projection, and 

they landed in a more upright position.

Austin (1959) analyzed the double backward 
somersault and reported that the round-off back handspring 

that proceeded the backward somersault allowed the 

horizontal energy to be translated into vertical energy.
The translation of energy allows for the body to rise 
from 32 to 39 inches above the level of take off. The 

double backward somersault, as compared to the single back
ward somersault, was found to have a tighter tuck position.
This tuck position was started sooner and was held longer

/in the double backward somersault.



Cinematographic Analysis of the Front Handspring

Duck (1970) used cinematographic and electrogonio- 
metric methods to record four front handsprings as per

formed by each of seven highly skilled male gymnasts.
Rapid knee extension and ankle plantar flexion in the take 
off leg and rapid extension of the swing leg were reported 
to contribute a large portion of the force-producing 

rotary movement around the axis which is formed by the 

hands on the floor. The hands were placed on the floor 

a mean duration of 0.02 seconds before take off foot lift 

off and the hands were placed on the floor a mean of 
27.1 inches in front of the take off foot.

Fortier (1969) used cinematographic methods to 
analyze the front handspring, back handspring and the 

forward somersault. The study centered around an inves
tigation of the body angle at take off, initial velocity 

of projection, path of the center of gravity, distance of 

flight and the time of flight.
A fair amount of literature can be found in the 

area of cinematographic analysis of gymnastic skills. 
Several studies were presented in the area of tumbling
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skills. These studies employed cinematographic methods to 
analyze such skills as the round-off, back handspring and 

double back somersault.
Cinematographic analysis of the front handspring 

was conducted by only two authors. Their studies deter
mined and reported the characteristics of center of 
gravity projection and some joint action analysis of the 
front handspr ing.



CHAPTER III

DESIGN.OF STUDY AND PROCEDURES USED

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the pro
cedures used in the collection and analysis of the data.
The chapter includes a description of the procedures 
followed in the selection of the subjects, the filming 
procedures, the techniques used in the film analysis and 
the treatment of the data.

Subjects Participating in the Study 
The subjects in the study were female performers 

who were participating on the women's gymnastics team at 
The University of Arizona, attending undergraduate gym
nastics classes at The University of Arizona, or 
participating on the women's gymnastics team at the high 
school level in Tucson, Arizona.

Criteria for the Selection of Subjects to be Filmed
The thirty subjects to be filmed were selected by 

the investigator by means of subjective appraisal of each 
subject's ability to perform a running front handspring.

28



The height and weight of each of these thirty subjects are 
included in Appendix A. Approximately half of the subjects 
selected for filming demonstrated a high level of profi
ciency in the front handspring, while the remaining sub
jects demonstrated a low level of skill in the front hand

spring. The subjects all met the minimum requirement set 

by the investigator. This requirement was the ability to 
perform a running front handspring, landing on the feet 
and assuming an erect standing position.

Criteria for the Selection of 
the Subjects to be Analyzed

After filming a minimum of two trials of each 

subject performing a running front handspring, the films 

were viewed by the investigator and a "best" trial was 

chosen for each subject on the basis of subjective criteria. 
The "best" trial of each subject was reviewed during re

peated projections of the motion picture film and, after 
careful analysis, the ten best subjects were placed into 
the high skilled group and ten subjects of low but minimal 

ability were placed in the low skilled group on the basis 

of the following criteria.
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Criteria of a high skilled front handspring: .

1. Stretched and elongated body throughout the 
skill.

2. Subject reaches forward with both hands.

3. There is a strong push with the swing leg and
push from the take off leg (judged by the
speed of the swing leg and take off leg).

4. The head is held between the arms throughout 
. the skill.

5. The elbows ,are fairly straight while the body 

is in an inverted position.
6. There is a strong push from the shoulders in the

inverted position (judged subjectively by the 
length of hand contact time with the ground).

7. The body (waist) is fairly high above the floor 
during flight,

8. On landing, the head is held back between the 
arms, the body is stretched and there is 
minimal knee flexion.
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Criteria of a low skilled front handspring:

1. The body is bent at the waist and knees 
throughout the skill.

2. The hands are placed either extremely close 
or extremely far from the forward foot.

3. There is a weak kick from the swing leg and 
push from the take off leg (judged by the 

speed of the swing leg and take off leg).
4. The elbows are extremely bent while the body

is in an inverted position.

5. There is a weak push from the arms while the 

body is in an inverted position (judged 
subjectively by the length of hand contact 
time with the ground).

6. The neck is flexed and the head is tucked into 
the chest during the flight phase.

7. The body (waist) is low in relation to the

floor during flight.
8. On landing, the head is held forward towards 

the chest, the body is not stretched and there 
is extreme knee flexion.
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Procedures for Obtaining Records of Skill

Performance

This section includes a description of the pre
filming procedures, the reference markings oh the subjects 
and the procedures followed by the subjects.

Pre-filming Procedures
Vertical and horizontal reference lines, perpen

dicular to each other, were taped on the gymnasium wall 
in the camera's field of view. A blackboard was placed 
against the wall, in view of the camera, and was used to 

indicate the subject's number and trial number for each 
performance. A long strip of tape was placed on the mat 

parallel to the wall and served as a guide marking the 
path along which the handspring was to be performed. A 
smaller strip of tape was placed intersecting and perpen

dicular to the first long strip of tape (Figure 4), to 
indicate the center of the camera's field of view.

A 16mm Pathe camera, set to operate at approx

imately 64 frames per second, was placed on a tripod 
approximately 30 feet from the mat. The reflex camera had
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Gymnastic Mat 
Camera2

3 - Spatial
Reference

4 - Electric Timer
5 - Number Board
6 - Tape on Mat

Figure 4. Filming Set-Up
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a one inch lens and was set at 3/4 open shutter. The 
distance from the camera to the intersecting tape markings 
on the mat was the basis for focusing the camera. A 
light meter was used to determine the correct camera lens 
setting. Black and white 4X reversal film (ASA320—
Indoor) was used. The camera was wound before filming 
each trial to insure consistent film speed.

An electronic timer was included in the camera's 

field of view. This timer display consisted of four rows 
of ten rapidly illuminating lamps in each row. The top 
row of lamps recorded time in seconds, the second row in 
tenths of a second, the third row in hundreths of a 
second and the fourth row in thousandths of a second. The 

time of a given film frame could thus be read directly 
from those lamps illuminated on the timer display.

Reference Markings on the Subject
All of the subjects wore a tank type sleeveless 

leotard to facilitate the location of various joints. The 

joint markings were strips of black tape that were placed
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on the subjects prior to filming as illustrated in Figure 5. 
These markings served as reference points for film measure
ment and analysis. A bathing cap with a strip of black 
tape running from the top of the head to the ear was worn 
by all of the subjects to facilitate head position measure
ment .

Procedures Followed by Subjects
The subjects practiced several running front hand

springs prior to filming. They were asked to place their 
hands at take off in the vicinity of the short inter
secting tape mark on the mat marking the center of the 

field of view fpr the camera. A minimum of two successful 

trials were filmed for each subject. During the filming, 
a forty inch board that was marked off to one yard by 

means of black adhesive tape was held by the subject at 

the intersecting tape marks and was photographed 
(Figure 6). This known length was necessary for 

the computation of a conversion factor. The conversion 

factor calculated for the films, when using the Image 
Motion Analyzer and the Hewlett Packard calculator, was 

1 inch on film = 1.045 actual feet.



1 - Medial articulation of the radius and
navicular.

2 - Lateral articulation of the ulna and
pisiform.

3 - Medial articulation of the humerus and
radius.

4 - Lateral articulation of the humerus
and ulna.

5 - Top of the head to the tragus along
corocal suture.

6 - Center of the glenohumeral articulation.
7 - Superior border of the iliac crest.
8 - Lateral articulation of the pelvis and

head of femur.
9 - Lateral articulation of the femur and

tibia.
10 - Medial articulation of the femur and

t ibia.
11 - Lateral malleolus.
12 - Medial malleolus.
13 - Head of the fifth metatarsal.
14 — Head of the first metatarsal.

Figure 5. Reference Markings
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Figure 6. Measurement Board

Collection of the Data from Film

This section will include a description of the 
equipment used in the data collection, the measurements 
made from the film, the reliability of the center of 
gravity measurements and procedures for statistical anal

ysis of the data.

Equipment Used in the Data Collection
An Eastman Kodak Recordak MPE 1 film reader was 

used to obtain tracings of the subjects at specific points 

from the film. These tracings were then analyzed and the 
raw data were then converted into a form that was meaningful
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for interpretation. These conversions and subsequent 

calculations were performed accurately and quickly by a 
Hewlett Packard 9810A electronic programmable calculator.

In some instances an image Motion Analyzer was 
used to obtain data from the film and to transmit it 
directly to the calculator without the use of tracings.
The Image Motion Analyzer is a modified version of an 
Eastman Kodak film reader. Model AR-10(2), utilizing the 

rear projection principle to project the image of each 

frame onto a vertical viewing screen that is located 
directly above the digitizing platen of a Hewlett Packard 

(HP) 9864A Digitizer System. A light emitting diode (LED) 
is located in the cursor of the digitizing system. The 
red light of the LED is aligned with the cross hairs of the 

cursor. The light from the LED is then superimposed on the 

points in the film frame to be digitized through a 
reflecting sheet of glass which is set at a 45° angle 

between the platen and the vertical viewing screen. The 
T,ED of the cursor was aligned with the center of the point 
to be digitized for its vertical and horizontal components.
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The information from the film was entered directly into the 
Hewlett Packard calculator and analyzed according to the 
various programs written especially for the calculator.
The magnification of the image Motion Analyzer was kept to 
a maximum (4OX) to minimize any possible errors in the 
digitizing process.

Measurements Made from Film
The techniques used in the analysis of the data 

varied according to the nature of the question to be 
answered. Procedures used to obtain the data will be 
discussed separately for each of the five questions that 

the investigator attempted to answer in this study.
Sequence of Body Movements. The data for the 

temporal analysis was collected with the information pro

vided by the electronic timer located in every film frame. 

The time was determined when the swing leg lifted off the 
ground, at hand contact with the ground, at take off leg 
lift off, at hand lift off and at landing.

Distance between Hand and Toe prior to Take Off.
The distance between the toe of the take off leg and the 

heel of the hand was determined from the film by means of
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a computer program designed to measure- the distance between 
two points. A tracing was made of the high skilled and low 
skilled performers at the moment of hand contact. Using 
these tracings and a computer program written for the 
Hewlett Packard to measure the distance between two dig
itized points, the distance between the heel of the hand 

closest to the take off leg and the tip of the toe of the 

take off leg was determined (Figure 7). The formula used 

to calculate the distance A-B was:

In the case of those subjects whose take off foot lost con
tact with the ground at hand contact, a line was drawn from 
the tip of the toe of the take off leg, perpendicular to 
the ground level. The point of intersection between the 

line from the tip of the toe and the ground was used to 
calculate the distance between the hand and the toe. If 
the hands were not placed together on the ground, the edge 
of the heel of the hand closest to the take off leg was 

used for the measurement.
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A-b = Distance Measured
Figure 7.. Distance Between Hand and Toe
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Time. Spent in Hand Contact with the Ground. The. 

amount of time that each of the subjects spent in hand 

contact with the ground was measured from the first frame 

of hand contact with the ground to the last frame of hand 
contact with the ground. The actual time that elapsed 
from hand contact to hand lift off was calculated from 
an electronic timer display shown in every film frame.

Angular Range of Body Movements during Hand Con
tact . The center of gravity for all of the subjects was 

calculated at the first frame of hand contact with the 
ground and at the last frame of hand contact with the 

ground. An imaginary vertical line was drawn through the 
wrist of the performer. The center of gravity for all 

of the subjects was measured for total angular range 

(A-C) of body movement during hand contact, angular range 
in front of the vertical (A-B) and angular range beyond 

the vertical (B-C) (Figure 8) .

1



Figure 8. Angular Range of Body Movement
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Projectile Characteristics of the Center of Gravity. 

The characteristics of the center of gravity position and 
projection were obtained through the use of a computer 
program written for the Hewlett Packard to locate the 
center of gravity in selected film frames and also to 
calculate the projectile characteristics of the center of 
gravity during the flight phase of the front handspring 

(Figure 9). The computer program calculated the location 
of the center of gravity from an input of twenty coor

dinates at selected body landmarks (Figure 10). The 
documentation of the center of gravity program can be 
found in Appendix B.

Reliability of Center of Gravity Measurements
To determine the precision of the investigator's 

measurements in determining the center of gravity, seven 

sample film frames were selected and analyzed three times 
to determine the degree of variance. The smaller the 
degree of variability within repeated measures of the same 

film frame, the greater the degree of confidence that can 
be placed in the data collection.



Center of Gravity

Figure 9. Center of Gravity at Take Off



1 - Right Toe
2 - Right Ankle
3 - Right Knee
4 - Right Hip Joint
5 - Mid-Hip Joints
6 - At the level of the

First Lumbar Vertebra
7 - Mid-Shoulder Joints

(level of the 7th 
Cervical Vertebra)

8 - Top of Head
9 - Right Shoulder Joint
10 - Right Elbow
11 - Right Wrist
12 - Right Fingertips
13 - Left Toe
14 - Left Ankle
15 - Left Knee
16 - Left Hip Joint
17 - Left Shoulder Joint
18 - Left Elbow 

1 3  19 - Left Wrist
20 - Left Fingertips

Center of Gravity Location 
Segmental Method
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The center of gravity of one subject, chosen at 

random, was measured on seven different film frames. The 
film frames chosen were the following: 1) at hand con*-
tact, 2) last frame of hand contact, 3) first frame of 

flight, 4) fourth frame of flight, 5) seventh frame of 
flight, 6) tenth frame of flight, and 7) at landing.
In each of these film frames the body center of gravity 

was measured three times, using a program written for the 
Hewlett Packard calculator. This program determines the 

center of gravity of an object based on twenty digitized 

points (Figure 10, page 46). The resulting center of 
gravity coordinates were analyzed to determine the degree 
of variability within each group of three measurements 

(Table 1) .
As a result of this reliability study, it was 

shown that the measurements were fairly consistent with 
a mean variability in the X and Y coordinates of 
approximately two hundreths of an inch in digitizing 
units. When converted to real distance, this two
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TABLE I

CENTER OF GRAVITY MEASUREMENT PRECISION*

Film
Frame

Trial
1

Trial
2

Trial
3 Difference High-Low

1 X 2.52 2.51 2.53 0.02
Y 1.20 1.19 1.18 0.02

2 X -0.04 -0.05 —0.06 0.02
Y 0.84 0.86 0.84 0.02

3 X -0.15 -0.16 -0.15 0.01
Y 0.87 0.86 0.84 0.03

4 X -0.31 -0.30 -0.31 0.01
Y 0.85 0.88 0.87 0.03

5 X -0.68 -0.68 -0.67 0.01
Y 0.97 0.98 0.98 0.01

6 X -1.11 -1.09 -1.10 0.02
Y 1.10 1.08 1.10 0.02

7 X -1.56 -1.60 -1.60 0.04
Y 1.34 1.37 1.36 0.02

Highest Difference X = 0.04 Highest Difference Y = 0.03

Lowest Difference X = 0.01 Lowest Difference Y = 0.01

Mean Difference X = 0.02 Mean Difference Y = 0.02

*A11 units are in inches
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hundreths of an inch is equivalent to 0.019 feet. This 
small amount of variability could be attributed to lack of 
clarity in the film, subject's position (a joint may be 
hidden by other body parts) and digitizing errors.

Procedures for Statistical 
Analysis of the Data

This study was basically descriptive and explor
atory in nature so a statistical test was employed to give 
an indication of whether the two skill groups were, in
fact, different on the technique factors selected for study.

?
Since the literature offered no clear statement as to which 

group would be expected to be superior to the other group, 

the Mann-Whitney U-Test was employed to determine whether 

there was a significant difference between the high and low 
skilled subjects.

The Mann-Whitney U-Test is a powerful nonparametric 

test used mainly with variables measured on an ordinal 

scale. It is designed to test whether two independent 
groups have been drawn from the same population. It is not 

necessary that the variables have a distribution of any 

particular shape. It is also used with small sample groups.
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Using this procedure with small groups# the 

variables are arranged in either ascending or descending 
order of magnitude, represents the number of cases in
the high skilled group and Mg represents the number of 
cases in the low skilled group. The value of "U" is 
calculated by the number of times that the score in the 

group precedes a score in the group in the ranking. 
To determine the value of "U", the following formula was 
used:

. ER, = The sum of ranks
U = N^Ng + 1 y 1 +  ̂ - ER^ assigned to scores

2 in group

ER2 = The sum of ranks 
U = N + ̂ 2 - ERg assigned to scores

2 in group Ng.

After the "U" score is determined, it is compared with the 
critical value for = 10 and = 10 at the alpha level 
of .002 for a two-tailed test. If the smaller U-score is 
less than the tabled critical value of 10, it can be 
assumed that there is a significant difference between 
the two groups (Siegel, 1956).



Summary of the Chapter

Thirty subjects of high and low skill levels 
participated in the initial portion of this study. A 
minimum of two good trials were filmed for each subject 
performing a running front handspring. The best trial for 
each subject was selected by the investigator. According 
to the level of performance of each subject's best trial, 
ten subjects were classified as high skilled performers 
and ten subjects were classified as low skilled 
performers. These twenty subjects then constituted the 

two groups whose films were subjected to further 

analysis.
The pre-filming procedures included: setting up

vertical and horizontal reference lines, placing a 
number board in view of the camera, placing tape markings 

on the floor, adjusting the camera lens based on the 
proper light meter reading, and placing an electronic 
timer in the field of view of the camera. Reference 
markings had been placed at selected joints for every 
subject. A bathing cap with a vertical tape marking was 

also worn by every subject.
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The measurements used to determine the position 

and time characteristics of the high skilled and low 
skilled subjects varied according to the nature of the 
question to be answered. An electronic timer was 
employed to obtain data for the temporal analysis and 
for the length of hand contact with the ground. Various 

computer programs were used to determine, from film, the 
distance between hand and take off foot, angular range 
through which the center of gravity moved during hand 
contact and the projectile characteristics of the center 
of gravity.

The center of gravity of the body in seven 
different film frames for one subject was measured three 
times in each frame to determine the reliability of the 
investigator's measurements. The reliability of the 

data collection was found to be high, with an average 

variability of two hundreths of an inch in film units 

(or 0.019 actual feet) for the X and Y coordinates of 

the center of gravity.



The Mann-Whitney U-Test is a nonparametric test 
used with small sample groups to determine if there is a 

statistically significant difference between the groups„ 
A formula was used to calculate the value of "U". Once 
the "U" score was determined, it was compared to the 

tabled critical value for "U" at an alpha level of .002 
for a two-tailed test. If the smaller U-score was less 
than the tabled critical value, then it was assumed 

that there was a significant difference between the high 
and low skilled groups„



CHAPTER IV

PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF THE FINDINGS

The purpose of this chapter is to report and dis
cuss the findings of this study. The chapter contains 
five major divisions: the sequence of body movements,
the distance between hand and toe prior to take off, the 
time spent in hand contact with the ground, the angular 
range through which the body (center of gravity) moved 
during hand contact, and the projectile characteristics 

of the center of gravity. Tracings and tables are 
employed to clarify the presentation and discussion of 
the findings,

Sequence of Body Movements

The first section of this chapter examines the 

timing and sequence of body, movements found in the 
running front handspring. The major questions of interest 

in this section are: a) what was the timing and
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sequence of selected, easily identifiable body positions 

in the high skilled and low skilled subjects?, b) how 
did the high skilled and low skilled subjects compare in 
regard to their temporal characteristics?

Temporal Analysis
The sequence of body movements or events found in 

the running front handspring was based on the identifica

tion of five distinct body positions (Figure 11). These 
body positions were the basis of this temporal analysis 

and are as follows: 1) swing leg lift off, 2) hand
contact with ground, 3) take off leg lift off, 4) hand 
lift off, and 5) landing.

The sequence of body positions was identical 

for seventeen of the twenty subjects analyzed, as shown 
in Graphs 1 and 2. The swing leg lost contact with the 

ground before the hands contacted the ground for all of 
the subjects. The hands contacted the ground before the 
take off leg lifted off the ground for seventeen of the 
twenty subjects. Three of the subjects from the high



Swing Leg Lift Off Hand contact

Take Off Leg Lift Off Hand Lift Off

Landing

Figure 11. Body Position During Front Handspring
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skilled group had take off leg lift off occur slightly 
before the hands contacted the ground. Hand lift off 
occurred after take off leg lift off, and landing on the 
feet occurred after hand lift off the ground for all 
subjects.

To facilitate the analysis of the sequence of 
body positions, the front handspring was divided into four 
phases as illustrated on Figure 12.. The four phases 
include: 1) swing leg lift off to hand contact, 2) hand
contact to take off leg lift off, 3) take off leg lift 
off to hand lift off, 4) hand lift off to landing. An 
additional Phase 5 was included to show hand contact with 
the ground to hand lift off.

High skilled subjects. In the group containing 
high skilled subjects, it was found that the sequence of 
body positions was not identical for all of the subjects 
as shown in Figure 13. The swing leg lost contact with 
the ground before the hands contacted the floor for all 
of the high skilled subjects. For six of the ten high 
skilled subjects, the take off leg lifted off the



Hand Lift Off to Take Off 
Leg Lift Off

Swing Leg Lift Off to Hand 
Contact

Take Off Leg Lift Off to Hand Lift Off to Landing 
Hand Lift Off

Hand Contact to Hand Lift Off

Figure 12. Temporal Analysis Phases



Subject

5
2 3

11
2 3 11 5

J •

3* 2
16

3* 2
17

18
3* 2
LL

19
2 3
J_L

20
23

21

22
2 3

29
2 311

Phases:
KEY

1 - Swing leg lift off
2 - Hand contact
3 - Take off leg lift off
4 - Hand lift off
5 - Landing

0.1 inch = 2 percent 
5 inches = 100 percent or 

total time from 
swing leg lift 
off until landing

* = Take off leg lift off occurred before hand lift off.

Figure 13. Graph of Time Sequence Analysis - High Skilled Performers
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ground after the hands contacted the ground. Three of 
the high skilled subjects (#16, 17, and 18) had take off 

leg lift off slightly before the hands contacted the 
ground and one subject (#20) had take off leg lift off 

the ground at the exact same time as the hands contacted 

the ground. Hand lift off was followed by landing for 
all of the ten high skilled subjects.

The time spent in the execution of the front 
handspring (Table II) from swing leg lift off to landing 
was less than one second. Analysis indicated that the 

highly skilled subjects spent a minimum of .58 seconds 

to a maximum of .93 seconds to execute the skill with an 
average time of .67 seconds. During this interval, an 
average time of .165 seconds elapsed between swing leg 

lift off and hand contact. An average time of only .007 
seconds elapsed between hand contact and take off leg 
lift off. It should be noted that, whereas most of the 
high skilled subjects experienced take off leg lift 
off after hand contact, for subjects #16, 17, and 18, 
the take off leg lifted off from 0.03 to 0.035 seconds



TABLE II

TIME SEQUENCE ANALYSIS: HIGH SKILLED PERFORMERS
Sub j e c t  * P h a s e  1 *  * p h a s e  2 Ph as e  3 Ph as e  4 Ph ase  5 T o t a l * * *

a s T 0 . 1 5 5 0 . 0 2 0 . 2 3 0 . 2 0 0 . 2 5 0 . 6 1 5
% 2 5 . 2  Or‘A 3 . 2 5 % 3 7 . 3 9 % 3 3 . 5 2 % 4 0 . 6 5 % 100%

# 1 1 T 0 . 1 6 0 . 0 1 5 0 . 3 1 5 0 . 1 6 0 .  33 0 . 6 5
% 2 4 . 6 1 % 3 . 3 0 % 4 6 . 4 6 % 2 4 . 6 1 % 5 0 . 7 6 % 100%

# 1 6 T 0 . 2 1 5 - 0 . 0 3 0 . 2 5 5 0 . 1 7 5 0 . 2 2 5 0 . 6 1 5
% 3 4 . 9 5 % - 4 . 4 6 % 4 1 . 4 6 % 2 8 . 4 5 % 3 6 . 5 3 % 100%

# 1 7 T 0 . 1 8 - 0 . 0 3 5 0 . 2 3 5 0 . 2 3 5 0 . 2 0 0 . 6 2 5
% 2 8 . 8 0 % - 5 . 6 0 % 3 7 . 6 0 % 3 7 . 6 0 % 3 2 . 0 0 % 100%

# 1 8  ' T 0 . 1 8 5 - 0 . 0 3 0 . 3 0 0 . 1 8 5 0 . 2 7 0 . 6 4
% 2 8 . 9 0 % - 4 . 6 3 % 4 6 . 8 8 % 2 8 . 9 0 % 4 2 . 1 0 % 100%

# 1 9 T 0 . 1 3 0 . 0 3 0 . 2 6 5 0 . 2 0 5 0 . 2 9 5 0 . 6 3
% 2 0 . 6 3 % 4 . 7 6 % 4 2 . 0 6 % 3 2 . 5 3 % 4 6 . 8 2 % 100%

# 2 0 T 0 . 1 5 5 0 . 0 0 0 . 2 8 5 0 . 1 4 3 . 2 8 5 0 . 5 8
% 2 6 . 7 2 % 0% 4 9 . 1 3 % 2 4 . 1 3 % 4 9 . 1 3 % 100%

# 2 1 T 0 . 1 2 0 . 0 5 0 . 2 2 0 . 2 5 0 . 2 6 0 . 6 3
% 1 9 . 0 4 % 7 . 9 3 % 3 4 . 9 2 % 3 9 . 6 3 % 4 1 . 2 6 % 100%

# 2 2 T 0 . 1 7 0 . 0 2 0 . 2 8 0 . 4 6 0 . 3 0 0 . 9 3
% 1 8 . 2 7 % 2 . 1 5 % 3 0 . 1 0 % 4 9 . 4 6 % 3 2 . 2 5 % 100%

# 2 9 T 0 . 1 7 5 0 . 0 3 0 . 2 0 5 0 . 2 4 5 0 . 3 2 5 0 . 7 4 5
% 2 3 . 4 9 % 4 . 04 % 3 9 . 5 0 % 3 2 . 8 9 % 4 3 . 6 2 % 100%

Maximum 0 . 2 1 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 3 1 5 0 . 4 6 0 . 4 6 5 0 . 9 3
3 4 . 9 5 % 7 . 0 3 % 4 6 . 4 6 % 4 9 . 4 6 % 76. .85% 100%

Minimum 0 . 1 2 - 0 . 0 3 5 0 . 2 2 0 . 1 4 0 . 2 0 0 . 5 8
1 9 . 0 4 % - 5 . 6 0 % 3 0 . 1 0 % 2 4 . 1 3 % 3 2 . 0 0 % 100%

Mean 0 . 1 6 5 0 . 0 0 7 0 . 2 6 8 0 . 2 6 6 0 . 2 7 4 0 . 6 7
2 5 . 0 6 % 0 . 9 3 % 4 0 . 5 5 % 3 3 . 1 6 % 4 1 . 5 6 % 100%

* T  c T im e  i n  Se c o n d s  
% *= P e r c e n t  o f  T o t a l  T im e

* *  D e f i n i t i o n  o f  Ph ases  on  Page  4 9
* * *  I n c l u d e s  P h a s e s  1 - 4
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before hands made contact with the ground. These three 
high skilled subjects had a brief period of flight prior 

to hand contact. An average time of .265 seconds elapsed 

between take off leg lift off and hand lift off allowing 

the take off leg to raise and thus move the center of 

gravity to a position well over the shoulders and hands. 
The flight phase, from hand lift off to landing took an
average of .274 seconds thereby giving the body time to
rotate in the air and yet land in an extended body 
pos ition.

Low skilled subjects. All members of the low 
skilled group were found to have an identical sequence 
of body positions (Figure 14). The swing leg lost 

contact with the ground before the hands contacted the 
ground. After the take off leg lost contact with the 
ground, the hand lifted off the ground and this was

followed by feet contact at landing.
The temporal analysis (Table III) indicated that 

the low skilled subjects required an average time of 
.651 seconds to execute the running front handspring from
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TABLE 111

TIME SEQUENCE ANALYSIS: LOW SKILLED PERFORMERS
Sv.bj t c t * Ph as e  1 * 1 Ph ase  2 Phase* 3 Ph as e  4 P h a s e  5 To  t  a 1 * * *

# 2 T 0 . 1 4 0 . 0 1 5 0 . 2 8 0 . 1 7 0 . 4 6 5 0 . 6 0 5
% 2 3 . 1 4 % 2 . 4 7 % 4 6 . 2 8 % 2 8 . 0 9 % 7 6 . 8 5 % 100%

T 0 . 1 2 5 0 . 1 7 5 • 0 . 2 9 0 . 0 4 5 0 . 4 6 5 0 . 0 3 5
% 1 9 . 6 8 % 2 7 . 5 5 % 4 5 . 6 6 % ' 7 . 0 8 % 7 3 . 2 2 % 100%

# 9 T 0 . 0 9 0 . 0 6 0 . 2 7 0 . 1 6 0 . 3 3 0 . 5 8
% 1 5 . 5 1 % 1 0 . 3 4 % 4 6 . 5 5 % 2 7 . 5 6 % 5 6 . 8 9 % 100%

# 1 0 T 0 . 1 2 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 3 4 5 0 . 0 9 5 0 . 3 9 5 0 . 6 1 5
% 2 0 . 3 2 % 8 . 1 3 % 5 6 . 0 9 % 1 5 . 4 4 % 6 4 . 2 2 % 100%

# 1 5 7 0 . 0 9 5 0 . 0 8 0 . 3 2 5 0 . 2 3 0 . 4 0 5 0 . 6 3
% 1 5 . 0 7 % 1 2 . 6 9 % 5 1 . 5 8 % 20 .1,3% 6 4 . 2 3 % 100%

# 2 3 T 0 . 2 7 0 . 0 9 0 . 3 7 0 . 0 5 0 . 4 6 0 . 7 8
% 3 4 . 6 1 % 1 1 . 5 8 % 4 7 . 4  3% 6 . 4 1 % 5 8 . 9 7 % 100%

# 2 4 T 0 . 1 2 0 . 0 6 5 0 . 3 6 5 0 . 1 5 5 0 . 4  3 0 . 7 0 5
% 1 7 . 0 2 % 9 . 2 1 % 5 1 . 7 7 % 2 1 . 0 5 % 5 5 . 6 3 % 100%

# 2 5 T 0 . 2 5 5 0 . 0 0 0 . 3 7 0 . 1 4 0 . 3 7 0 . 6 6 5
% 2 3 . 3 0 % 0% 5 5 . 6 3 % 2 1 . 0 5 % 5 5 . 6 3 % 100%

# 2 7 T 0 . 1 5 0 . 0 6 0 . 3 2 5 0 . 0 9 5 0 . 3 0 5 0 . 6 3
% 2 3 . 8 0 % S.  52% 5 1 . 5 8 % 1 5 . 0 8 % 6 1 . 1 J X 100%

# 2 8 T 0 . 1 5 5 0 . 0 3 0 . 4 0 5 0 . 0 7 5 0 . 4 3 5 0 . 6 6 5
% 2 3 . 3 1 % 4 . 5 1 % 6 0 . 9 0 % 1 1 . 2 8 % 6 5 . 4 1 % 100%

Maximum 0 . 2 7 • 0 . 1 7 5 0 . 4  05 0 . 2 4  5 0 . 4 6 5 0 . 7 8
3 4 . 6 1 % 2 7 . 5 5 % 6 . 0 9 % 3 2 . 8 9 % 7 3 . 2 2 % 100%

Min imum 0 . 1 2 0 . 0 0 0 . 2 4 0 . 0 4 5 0 . 3 : 5 0 . 5 8
1 5 . 0 7 % 0% 3 9 . 6 0 % 6 . 4 1 % 4 3 . 6 5 % 100%

Mean 0 . 1 4 2 0 . 0 6 2 5 0 , 3 3 5 0 . 1 0 7 0 . 41 -1 0 . 6 5 1
2 1 . 5 9 % 9 . 6 0 % 5 1 . 3 4 % 1 7 . 3 7 % 6 3 . 2 2 % 100%

* T  «  T im e  i n  Sec onds  
% «= p e r c e n t  o f  T o t a l  T im e

* *  D e f i n i t i o n  o f  Ph ases  .on Page 4 9  
* * «  T o t a l  I n c l u d e s  Ph as es  1 - 4



swing leg lift off the landing. The hands contacted the 
ground very shortly after the swing leg left the ground. 
The average time that elapsed from swing leg lift off to 
hand contact was found to be .142 seconds. The take off 
leg pushed off the ground immediately after hand contact 
with an average of only .06 seconds between hand contact 
and take off leg lift off. During this time period, the 
take off leg swung up to join the swing leg and allowed 
the hips to raise and shift to a position above the 
shoulders. The flight phase lasted a mean of .107 sec
onds which is a short period of time (17.37 percent of 

total time) when taking the total time into consideration

Comparison of High Skilled and 
Low Skilled Subjects

Temporal analysis clearly indicated that the over 
all sequence of events for the high and low skilled sub
jects was extremely similar. However, three of the high 

skilled subjects had take off leg lift off before hand 
contact with the ground and one highly skilled subject
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had take off leg losing contact with the ground at the 
same time as the hands contacted the ground. The main 
difference between the high and low skilled subjects was 
found to be in the timing of the various phases (Figure 15).

The high skilled subjects' total time used to 

execute the front handspring ranged from .58 to .93 sec
onds, while the total time range for the low skilled 
subjects was .58 to .78 seconds. The average total for 
the high skilled subjects was .67 seconds while the 
average total time for the low skilled subjects was only 

two hundreths of a second less (.65 seconds).

The average time from the swing leg lift off to 

hand contact was determined to be .165 seconds for the 
high skilled subjects and .42 seconds for the low skilled 
subjects. The high skilled subjects were found to take 

an average time of .023 seconds longer to place their 
hands on the ground after swing leg lift off than the low 

skilled group.
Take off leg lift off was found to occur imme

diately after hand contact with the ground for the 

majority of the subjects. On the average, the low skilled
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HIGH SKILLED PERFORMER (MEAN)

LOW SKILLED PERFORMER (MEAN)

Phases:
1 - Swing leg lift off
2 - Hand contact
3 - Take off leg lift off
4 - Hand lift off
5 - Landing

0.1 inch = 2 percent 
5 inches = 100 per
cent or total time 
from swing leg lift 
off until landing

Figure 15. Graph of Time Sequence Analysis Means for the 
High Skilled and Low Skilled Performers
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subjects experienced take off leg lift off .06 seconds 
after hand contact, while the high skilled subjects 
experienced take off leg lift off .007 seconds after 
hand contact. The high skilled subjects not only- 
executed this phase (hand contact to take off leg lift 
off) faster than the low skilled but three of the high 
skilled subjects (#16, 17 and 18) demonstrated take off 
leg lift off before hand contact with the floor. Sub
ject #20, a high skilled performer, showed take off leg 
lift off at the exact same time as hand contact.

The hands lifted off the ground after take off 
leg lift off for both the high skilled and low skilled 
subjects. Hand lift off occurred a mean of .268 seconds 
after take off leg lift off for the high skilled per
formers and .335 seconds for the low skilled performers. 
When considering the percentage of total time that elapsed 

in this phase, it was noted that the high skilled sub

jects spent on the average of 40.55 percent, and the low 

skilled subjects an average of 51.35 percent of the 
total time in this one phase. During this phase, the
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take off leg swung up to join the swing leg and the center 
of gravity was shifted to a position above the shoulders 
and hands in preparation for the flight phase. The 
temporal differences between the high and low skilled
subjects in this phase (take off leg lift off to hand
lift off) could be caused by a number of factors. The 
high skilled subjects may have pushed off harder with the 
take off leg allowing the leg to travel at a faster rate.

In three of the high skilled subjects, it was found that

the take off leg lifted off before hand contact so that 
it could align itself with the swing leg faster and be 

in a position for hand lift off that much sooner. Another 
possible explanation for this difference between high and 
low skilled performers is that hand lift off for the high 
skilled performers occurred sooner and at a different 

body position than for the low skilled performer. This 
possibility will be investigated later in this chapter.

The flight period, from hand lift off to landing 
was found to be an average of .12 seconds longer for the 
high skilled subjects in comparison to the low skilled
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subjects. This finding appeared to be meaningful when 

considering that the high skilled subjects were in flight 

twice as long as the low skilled subjects. During this 

"lengthy" flight time the high skilled subjects appeared 

to rise higher up into the air, rotate and land in a more 

fully extended body position than did the low skilled 

subjects (Appendix C).

Summary and Discussion

The temporal analysis of the running front hand

spring for the high skilled performers, in comparison to 

the low skilled performers, clearly indicated that 

although the sequence of events was generally similar, 

there were several differences in the amount of time 

spent in each phase of the skill.

The total time needed to execute the entire skill 

was found to be similar for both groups with a mean time 

difference of only .02 seconds between the high and low 

skilled subjects. From swing leg lift off to hand con

tact, the two groups were found to take approximately the
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same amount of time with an average difference of .023 

seconds. The phase from hand contact to take off leg lift 

off for the high skilled performer was not only found to 

be slightly shorter than for the low skilled subject, but 

four of the high skilled subjects demonstrated hand con

tact at or immediately after take off leg lift off.

Hand lift off for all of the subjects occurred 

after take off leg lift off. The high skilled subjects 

were found to have hand lift off sooner following take 

off leg lift off than low skilled subjects. During the 

flight phase, it was found that the high skilled per

former spent more than twice as much time in the air than 

the low skilled performer. During the longer flight 

period the high skilled subjects rotated in the air and 

landed in an extended body position.

In the Review of Literature (Chapter II), there 

was a discrepancy among the authorities as to the 

sequence of body movements at take off leg lift off and 

at hand contact with the ground. One authority stated 

that take off leg lift off precedes hand contact with
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the ground. Two other authorities stated that take off 

leg lift off occurred at the same time as hand contact.

As a result of this study, it was found that all of the 

low skilled subjects experienced take off leg lift off 

after hand contact. Six of the high skilled subjects 

experienced take off leg lift off after hand contact.

In one high skilled subject, take off leg lift off 

occurred at the moment of hand contact and in three high 

skilled subjects, take off leg lift off occurred before 

hand contact with the ground.

Distance Between Hand and Toe

The second section of this chapter examines the 

distance between the heel of the hand and the toe of the 

take off leg at the moment of hand contact with the 

ground. The major areas of interest include: a) what

was the distance between the hand and toe at hand con

tact? b) did the high skilled and low skilled subjects 

differ significantly in regard to the distance between 

the hand and the toe?
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High Skilled Subjects

In high skilled subjects, the distance between the 
toe of the take off leg and the heel of the hand at 
contact ranged from a minimum of 2.28 feet to a maximum 

of 3.07 feet. The average distance between hand and toe 
was calculated to be 2.45 feet (Table IV).

Low Skilled Subjects

In the group containing low skilled subjects, the 

distance between the toe of the take off leg and the heel 

of the hand ranged from a minimum of .77 feet to a 

maximum of 2.7 feet. The average distance from hand to 

toe was calculated to be 2.06 feet (Table IV).

Comparison Between High and Low Skilled Subjects

The average high skilled performer placed her 

hands 2.54 feet in front of the take off toe while the 

average low skilled performer placed her hands an average 

of 2.06 feet in front of the take off toe. The mean 

difference between the high and low skilled performers 
was .48 feet.
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TABLE IV

DISTANCE BETWEEN TAKE OFF FOOT AND 
HEEL OF HAND AT HAND CONTACT

High Skilled 
Subject Distance In Feet

5 2.69

11 2.37
16 2.44
17 2.56

18 3.07

19 2.28

20 2.33

21 2.31

22 2.61

29 2.73

Mean = 2.54
Mean Difference - .48

Low Skilled 
Subject Distance In Feet

2
6
9

10
15
23

24

25
27

28
Mean =

2.57 
2.41 
1.83
1.58 

.77
1.92
2.11
2.70
2.63
2.07
2.06
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The Mann-Whitney U-Test was used to determine 

whether the observed difference between the high and low 
skilled groups was significant at the .002 level. Table V 
shows the calculation of this statistic. The critical 
value of U (25) was not equal to or smaller than the 
tabled value (10) so the null hypothesis was not re
jected. Therefore, although the average distance of hand 
placement ahead of the toe at hand contact was .48 feet 
greater for the higher skilled group than for the low 
skilled group, this difference was not significant at 
the .002 level.

Summary and Discussion

The analysis of the distance between the heel of 
the hand and the toe of the take off leg for high skilled 

performers and low skilled performers showed that the 

high skilled group placed their hands further in front of 

the take off leg by an average of .48 feet than did the 

low skilled group. However, no significant difference 
was found between the two groups when the data were sub

jected to the Mann-Whitney U-Test.
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TABLE V

MANN-WHITNEY U-TESTs DISTANCE BETWEEN 
TAKE OFF TOE AND HEEL OF HAND

High Skilled (Nj) 
Raw Score Rank

Low Skilled 
Raw Score

(n 2V
Rank

3.07 1 2.70 3
2.73 2 2.63 5
2.69 4 2.57 7
2.61 6 2.41 10
2.56 8 2.11 15

2.44 9 2.07 16

2.37 11 1.29 17

2.33 12 1.83 18

2.31 13 1.58 19

2.28 14 .77 20

ER-l = 80 e r 2 = 130

N]_ = 10 n 2 = 10

Smaller U Value = 25 not significant at the .002 level*

*Tabled value required for significance at .002 level (two 
tailed test) , with Nj_ — 10 and N2 — 10, is 10̂ . The lesser 
U must be equal to or smaller than this tabled value to be 
significant.
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in the Review of Literature (chapter II), there 

was a discrepancy among the authorities as to the 

distance between the heel of the hand and toe of the take 

off leg at hand contact„ Three of the authors stated that 
the hands should be placed close to the take off foot 
while two other authors stated that the hands should be 
placed as far forward as possible. Two authorities 

stated specific distances (eighteen inches and two feet) 
that the hands should be placed in front of the take off 
foot. As a result of this study, it was found that the 

higher skilled gymnasts had an average hand to toe dis
tance of 2.54 feet, and a range of 2.28 to 3.07 feet.
This distance is clearly greater than that stated in the 

literature and would perhaps indicate that the litera

ture has either been too vague or has in error under

estimated the distance observed in highly skilled per

formers .

Time Spent in Hand Contact with the Ground

The third section of this chapter examines the 

time spent in hand contact with the ground for high and
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low skilled subjects. The main areas of interest include: 

a) how much time did the high skilled and low skilled 
subjects spend in contact with the ground? b) did the 
high skilled and low skilled subjects differ significantly 

in the amount of time spent in hand contact with the 
ground?

High Skilled Subjects
As shown in Table VI, the high skilled subjects 

experienced hand contact with the ground from a minimum 
of 0.20 seconds to a maximum of 0.33 seconds. The 

average length of time for hand contact was 0.274 seconds 
or 41.56 percent of the total time spent executing the 
front handspring from swing leg lift off to foot contact 
with the ground at landing.

Low Skilled Subjects
The low skilled subjects (Table VII) were 

found to have spent a minimum of 0.33 seconds and 

a maximum of 0.465 seconds in hand contact. The average
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TABLE VI

TIME SPENT IN HAND CONTACT WITH GROUND 
FOR HIGH SKILLED SUBJECTS

Subject . . Time ____  % of Total Time
5 0.25 40.65%

11 0.33 50.76%
16 0.225 36.58%
17 0.20 32.00%

18 0.27 42.18%
19 0.295 46.82%
20 0.285 49.13%
21 0.26 41.26%
22 0.30 32.25%
29 0.325 43.62%

Mean = 0.274 41.56%

Time - In Seconds

Total Time - 100% or the time from swing leg lift off 
to landing.
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TABLE VII•

TIME SPENT IN HAND CONTACT WITH GROUND 
FOR LOW SKILLED SUBJECTS

Subject Time   % of Total Time
2 0.465 76.85%
6 0.465 53.22%
9 0.33 56.89%

10 0.395 64.22%

15 0.405 64.28%

23 0.46 58.97%

24 0.43 55.63%

25 0.37 55.63%

27 0.385 61.11%

28 0.435 65.41%

Mean = 0.414 63.22%

Time - In Seconds

Total Time - 100% or the time 
to landing,

from swing leg lift off
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Length of time for hand contact was found to be 0.414 
seconds or 63.22 percent of the total time spent in 
executing the front handspring from swing leg lift off 
to landing.

Comparison of High Skilled and 
LOW Skilled Subjects

In comparing the high skilled and low skilled 

subjects for the length of time the hands were in con

tact with the ground, it was found that the low skilled 

subjects spent more time in contact with the ground than 

did the high skilled subjects. Whereas, the high 

skilled subjects spent an average time of .274 seconds 

in hand contact with the ground, the low skilled subjects 

spent an average of 0.414 seconds in contact with the 

ground. The high skilled subjects, therefore, spent an 

average of 0.14 seconds less in hand contact than the 

low skilled subjects.

The Mann-Whitney U-Test was used to determine 

whether of not there was a significant difference between



the high skilled and low skilled groups (Table VIII). It 
was found that U was equal to .5 which is less than the 
tabled value at the .002 level of significance. This 
showed that there was a significant difference between the 
high skilled and low skilled group in the actual time 
spent in hand contact with the ground.

The high skilled subjects also spent a lower per

centage of the total time in hand contact with the ground 

than did the low skilled subjects. The percentage of 
time was based on the total amount of time necessary to 
perform the front handspring from swing leg lift off to 
landing. The high skilled subjects spent an average of 
41.56 percent of the total time in hand contact while the 
low skilled subject spent an average time of 63.22 per
cent of the total time in hand contact. The high skilled 
subjects therefore spent an average of 21.66 percent less 
time in hand contact when compared to the average low 

skilled subject.
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TABLE VIII

MANN-'WHITNEY U-TEST;
TIME SPENT IN HAND CONTACT WITH THE GROUND

High Skilled 
Raw Score (%)Rank

Low Skilled (N2 ) 
Raw Score Rank

.33 10.5 .465 1

.325 12 .465 2

.30 13 .46 3

.295 14 .435 4

.285 15 .43 5

.27 16 .405 6

.26 17 .395 . 7

.25 18 . 385 8

.225 19 .37 9

.20 20 .33 10.5

ER1 = 154.5 ER2 = 55.5

N1 = 10 N2 = 10
Smaller U Value — 0«5 significant at the .002 level*

*Table& value required for significance at .002 level (two 
tailed test), with N^ = 10 and Ng = 10, is 10. The lesser 
U must be equal to or smaller than this tabled value to be 
significant.



Summary and Discussion

The high skilled subjects spent significantly 
less time in hand contact with the ground than the low 
skilled subjects. This was shown by the data collected 
and analyzed in both actual time and percentage of total 
time. The average difference between the two groups was 

.14 seconds actual time and 21.66 percent of total time.
In the Review of Literature (Chapter II), all 

of the authorities reviewed emphasized the importance of 
a strong "blocking" action from the shoulders at take 
off. Some of the authors implied that a strong block is 
associated with a short hand contact time with the 

ground. As a result of this study, it was confirmed that 
the high skilled group did indeed spend less time in 
hand contact with the ground, which is in agreement with 

the literature reviewed. The authorities did not state 

a specific time during which the hands were in contact 
with the ground. In this study, it was found that the 

high skilled subjects spent an average of .274 seconds 
in hand contact with the ground (range of .20 to .33).
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Angular Range of Body Movement During Hand Contact

The fourth section of this chapter examines the 

angular range'through which the body (center of gravity) 

moved during hand contact with the ground. The major 

area of interest was to determine whether high skilled 

and low skilled subjects differed significantly in the 

total angular range through which the body (center of 

gravity) moved over the hands during hand contact in terms 

of: a) how far (in degrees) is the center of gravity

behind a vertical line through the wrist as the hands 

first contact the floor and is it significantly different 

for high versus low skilled subjects and, b) how far (in 

degrees) is the center of gravity ahead of the vertical 

line through the wrist as the hands leave the floor and 

is it significantly different for high versus low skilled 

subjects?

High Skilled Subjects

In the analysis of high skilled subjects, it was 

found that the center of gravity of the body, at the first



frame of hand contact with the ground ranged in position 

from a minimum of 30.71° to a maximum of 22.04° in front 
of the vertical (Table IX and Figure 16). The average 
angle of the center of gravity at hand Contact was 20.96° 
in front of the vertical (Figure 17). Analysis of the 
last frame of hand contact showed that the center of 

gravity in high skilled subjects ranged from a minimum 
of 2.06° to a maximum of 23.40° beyond the vertical. At 
the last frame of hand contact, the center of gravity was 
an average of 9.94° past the vertical. The total angular 

range through which the center of gravity traveled during 
hand contact with the ground range from a minimum of 

29.47° to a maximum of 49.12°. The average range of 

angular movement was found to be 39.90°. Figure 17 
portrays the average angular movement of the center - of 
gravity in high skilled subjects from the first frame of 

hand contact with the ground (A) to the last frame of 

hand contact with the ground (B).
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TABLE IX

POSITION OF CENTER OF GRAVITY FOR
HIGH SKILLED SUBJECTS

Subject
No.

First Frame 
Hand contact 
in. Degrees

Last Frame 
Hand Contact 
In Degrees

Angular 
Range 

In Degrees
5 30.71 - 7.16 37.87

11 32.04 -23.40 54.44
16 23.96 -13.52 37.48

17 22.04 -10.94 34.98

18 27.11 - 5.90 33.01

19 34.37 - 8.59 42.96

20 27.41 — 2.06 29.47

21 38.69 -5.94 44.63

22 34.19 -14.93 49.12

29 29.08 - 6.91 34.99

Mean = 1 29.96 — 9.94 39.90
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3 7.87°
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A = First Hand Contact 
B = Last Hand Contact

Figure 16. Graph of Position of Center of Gravity at
First and Last Frame of Hand Contact for High
Skilled Subjects
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39.90

60.04 80.06
AVERAGE FOR HIGH SKILLED SUBJECTS

33.61 121.59

52.20^

56.39 68.41
AVERAGE FOR LOW SKILLED SUBJECTS

Figure 17. Graph of Average Position of Center of
Gravity at First and Last Frame of Hand
Contact for High and Low Skilled Subjects



Low Skilled Subjects

Analysis of the center of gravity of low skilled 
subjects at the first frame of hand contact with the 

ground revealed that the center of gravity ranged from 

a minimum of 39.76° to a maximum of 22.99° in front of the 
vertical (Table X and Figure 18). The average angle of 

the center of gravity at hand contact was 33.61° in front 
of the vertical (Figure 17). The total angular range 
through which the center of gravity traveled during hand 
contact with the ground ranged from a minimum of 41.26° 

to a maximum of 79.59°. The average range of angular 
movement was determined to be 55.20° (Table X). Figure 17 
shows the average range of angular movement of the center 
of gravity in low skilled subjects from the first frame of 
hand contact with the ground (A) to the last frame of hand 
contact with the ground (B).

Comparison of High and Low Skilled Subjects

A comparison of the total angular range of body 
(center of gravity) movement during hand contact in high 

skilled subjects (39.90°) and low skilled subjects
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TABLE X

POSITION OF CENTER OF GRAVITY FOR 
LOW SKILLED SUBJECTS

—  •  •  -  i t  . . -  : ■ — - i - , -  - . . . . i - — — - - - - - - - - - - - :— • —

Subject
No.

First Frame 
Hand Contact 
In Degrees

Last Frame 
Hand .Contact 
In Degrees

Angular 
Range 

In Degrees

2 37.34 -13.07 50.41

6 39.76 -39.83 79.59
9 33.32 -15.03 48.35
10 37.93 - 5.09 43.02

15 25.13 -17.58 42.71

23 33.67 -34.07 67.74

24 36.40 -17.68 54.08

25 30.73
\
38.87

-29.43 61.16

27 - 2.39 41.26

28 22.99 -40.64 63.63

Mean = 33.61 -21.53 55.20
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50.41 79.59 48.3
oo52.6 0.17 74.9776.93 50.2 58.6

Subject 2 Subject 6 Subject 9
B B

A

52.0/7v \  I X 84.91° 64.87°
Subject 10

42.7

(72.42~ 56.33/" \ /  \ 55.93 
Subject 15 Subject 23

67.74

54.08, 61.16
o72.32 59.2753.6 9.57

Subject 25Subject 24
87.61

Subject 27

63.63°

67.01 49.36
Subject 28

A = First Hand Contact 

B = Last Hand Contact

Figure 18. Graph of Position of Center of Gravity at First
and Last Frame of Hand Contact for Low Skilled
Subjects



(55.20°) revealed that the center of gravity of low skilled
subjects traveled through an average of 15.30° more than
did the center of gravity of the high skilled subjects.

At the first frame of hand contact with the ground, the 
center of gravity of the low skilled subjects was further
in front of the vertical (an average of 33.61° from the

vertical) than for the high skilled subjects (an average 
of 29.96° from the vertical). At the last frame of hand 

contact with the ground, the center of gravity of the 
low skilled subjects was further past the vertical (an 

average of 21.59° past the vertical) than for the high 

skilled subjects (an average of 9.94° past the 
Vertical) .

The Mann-Whitney U-Test was applied to the data 

to determine whether the two groups were significantly 
different in total angular range of body movement during 
hand contact. The "U" value was determined to be 10 

which is the same as the value tabled at the .002 level 
thereby showing a significant difference between the high 

skilled group and the low skilled group (Table XI).
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TABLE XI

MANN-WHITNEY U-TEST: TOTAL ANGULAR RANGE
OF THE CENTER OF GRAVITY

High Skilled . 
Raw Score

(1%) . 
Rank

Low t 
Raw Score

Skilled (Ng)
Rank

54.40 5 79.59 1
49.12 8 67.74 2

44.63 10 63.63 3
42.96 12 61.16 4
37.87 15 54.08 6
37.48 16 50.14 7
34.99 17 48.35 9

34.98 18 43.02 11

33.01 19 42.71 13

29.20 . 20 41.26 14

ER1 = 140 ER2 = 70

Smaller u Value = 10 significant at the .002 level*
*Tabled value required for significance at „002 level (two 
tailed test), with N^ = 10 and Ng - 10, is 10. The 
lesser U must be equal to or smaller than this tabled 
value to be significant.
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The Mann-Whitney U-Test was used to determine 

whether the high skilled and low skilled groups were 

significantly different in the position of the body in 
front of the vertical. The "U" value was calculated to 

be 30 which was not as large as the value tabled at the 
»002 level thereby indicating no significant difference 
between the two groups„

To determine whether there was a significant 

difference between the high skilled and low skilled groups 

in the position of the body past the vertical, the 
Mann-Whitney U-Test Was applied to the data. The "U" 
level was determined to be 24 which was not as large as 
the value tabled at the .002 level thereby showing no 
significant difference between the high skilled and low 
skilled groups (Table XII).

Summary and Discussion

The total angular range was determined for all of 
the high skilled and low skilled Subjects. It was found 

that the average angle of the center of gravity at hand
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TABLE XII

MANN-WHITNEY U-TEST; ANGLE OF THE CENTER 
OF GRAVITY PAST THE VERTICAL

(High skilled N^) 
Raw Score Rank

Low 
Raw Score

Skilled (N2 )
Rank

23.40 . 5 40.64 1
14.93 . 9 39.83 2

13.52 10 34.07 3

10.94 12 29.43 4

8.59 13 17.68 6
7.16 14 17.58 7

6.91 15 15.03 8

5.91 16 13.07 11

5.90 17 5.09 18

2.06 20 2.39 19

ER-j_ = 131 ER2 = 79

Smaller U Value == 24 not significant at the .002 level*

*Tabled value required for significance at .002 level (two 
tailed test), with N^ = 10 and N 2 = 10, is 10. The 
lesser U must be equal to or smaller than this tabled 
value to be significant.
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contact for high skilled subjects was 29.96° in front of 
the vertical. The average angle of the center of gravity 
at the last frame of hand contact for high skilled sub

jects was 9.94° past the vertical with an average total 
angular range of 39.90°. In low skilled subjects, the 
average angle of the center of gravity at hand contact 

was 33.61° in front of the vertical and 21.59° past the 
vertical at the last frame of hand contact. The low 
skilled subjects had a total angular range of the center 
of gravity during hand contact an average of 55.20°.

When the high skilled group was compared with the 
low skilled group, it was found that the low skilled 

subjects averaged 3.65° further from the vertical at the 
first frame of hand contact than the high skilled sub

jects. At the last frame of hand contact with the 

ground, it was found that the low skilled subjects were, 
on the average, 10.65° further past the vertical than 

were the high skilled subjects. The total angular range 
of the center Of gravity was 15.30° greater for the low 
skilled subjects than for the high skilled subjects during 

hand contact.
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The Mann-Whitney U-Test was applied to the data 

for the position of the center of gravity in front of the 

vertical, past the vertical and the total angular range 
of the center of gravity during hand contact„ It was 
determined that there was no significant difference be
tween the groups in the position of the center of gravity 

in front of the vertical at the first frame of hand 
contact and past the vertical at the last frame of hand 

contact. There was, however, a significant difference 
between the high skilled and low skilled groups in the 
total angular range of the center of gravity during hand 
contact (Table XIII).

Tne greater total angular range through which the 
center of gravity of the low skilled subjects moved 
during hand contact with the ground could also be related 

to the significantly greater length of time that these 

subjects spent in hand contact with the ground as dis

cussed in the previous section. With a greater amount of 
time in hand contact with the ground, the low skilled 
subjects had more time to travel through a greater angular 

than did the high skilled subjects.
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TABLE XIII

MANN-WHITNEY U-TEST: ANGLE OF THE CENTER OF 
GRAVITY IN FRONT OF THE VERTICAL

High Skilled (N]_) 
Raw Score Rank

Low 
Raw Score

Skilled (N2)
Rank

38.69 3 39.76 1
34.37 7 38.87 2

34.19 8 37.93 4

32.04 11 37.34 5

30.71 13 36.40 6

29.08 14 33.67 9

27.41 15 33.32 10

27.11 16 30.73 12
23.96 18 25.13. 17

22.04 20 22.99 JL9
ER-l = 125 ER2 = 8 5

Smaller U Value = 30 not significant at the .002 level*
*Tabled value required for significance at .002 level (two 
tailed test) » with N]_ = 10 and N 2 = 10, is 10. The lesser 
U must be equal to or smaller than this tabled value to be 
significant.
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In the Review of Literature (Chapter II), there 

was no mention of the position of the center of gravity 
at hand contact with the ground. As a result of this 
study, it was found that the center of gravity should be 
fairly close to the vertical so that hand lift off can 

occur very quickly. The literature stated that at hand 

lift off the center of gravity should be at the vertical 
or a little beyond the vertical. In this study# it was 
found that the center of gravity for high skilled sub
jects was slightly past the vertical (9.94°) at hand 
lift off. There was no mention by the authors of the 
total angular range of the center of gravity during hand 
contact. It was found in this study that the high 
skilled subjects had a significantly smaller total 

angular range of the center of gravity than the low 
skilled subjects.

Projectile Characteristics of the Center of Gravity

The fifth section of this chapter examines the 

projectile characteristics of the center of gravity found
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in the execution of the running front handspring. The 
questions of interest to be answered within this section 
are: a) what was the angle of projection of the center

of gravity at take off and was it significantly different 
for high versus low skilled subjects, and b) what was

the initial velocity of the center of gravity at take off
<

and was it significantly different for high versus low 

skilled subjects?

Angle of Projection of High Skilled Subjects
In the analysis of high skilled subjects, it was

found that the angle of projection of the center of
gravity at the moment of hand take off from the ground

ovaried from a maximum of 16.99 above the horizontal to
oa minimum of 1.23 below the horizontal (Table XIV). Eight 

of the ten high skilled subjects had a positive angle of 
projection in which the center of gravity in flight 

initially rose above the position of the center of gravity 
just prior to take off. Two of the high skilled subjects 
had an angle of projection in which the center of gravity
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TABLE XIV

/ ANGLE OF PROJECTION OF THE CENTER OF GRAVITY FOR 
HIGH SKILLED AND LOW SKILLED SUBJECTS

High Skilled
Angle of 
Projection 

Subject In Degrees

Low

Subject

Skilled
Angle of 
Projection 
In Degrees

5 6.42 2 — 1.44

11 - 0.29 6 -26.00
16 2.82 9 - 6.22
17 7.65 10 ' -21.54

18 1.45 15 -12.82

19 2.26 23 -13.25

20 0.10 24 —13.32

21 16.99 25 . -10.36
22 - 1.23 27 -21.29

29 5.23 28 -33.51

Mean = 4.14 Mean = -15.98
Note: The angle of projection was measured in relation to 

the horizontal, (Below the horizontal = "minus11 
and above the horizontal = "plus"„)

\
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did not rise but was actually lower just after take off 

than the final position of the center of gravity just 

prior to take off (Figure 19) . The average angle of 

projection for high skilled subjects was calculated to 

be 4.14° above the horizontal (Figure 20) .

Angle of Projection of Low Skilled Subjects

Analysis of the angle of projection of the 
center of gravity in low skilled subjects showed that 
the angle of projection ranged from a maximum of 1.44° 

to a minimum of 33.51° below the horizontal (Table XV).
All of the low skilled subjects had a negative angle 
of projection in which the center of gravity at the 

start of flight was lower than the position of the center 
of gravity just prior to take off (Figure 21) . The 
average angle of porjaction for the low skilled subjects 
was found to be 15.98° below the horizontal (Figure 20).
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Subject Subject

5   6.42° 19 -  2.26°

1 1   -0.29° 20 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  0.10°

16 —  2.82° 21 16.99°

17   — ------------ 7.65° 22 -1.23°

18 - 1.45° 29     5.23°

Figure 19. Angle of Projection for 
High Skilled Subjects



High Skilled Subjects 
(Average Angle)

-15.98

Low Skilled Subjects 
(Average Angle)

Figure 20. Average Angle of Projection for
High Skilled and Low Skilled Subjects
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TABLE XV

MANN-WHITNEY U-TEST: THE ANGLE OF PROJECTION
OF THE CENTER OF GRAVITY

High Skilled (Nj)
Raw Score Rank

Low Skilled 
Raw Score

(N2)
Rank

16.99 1 — 1.44 11
7.65 2 — 6.22 12
6.42 3 -10.36 13
5.23 4 —12.82 14
2.82 5 -13.25 15

2.26 6 -13.32 16

1.45 7 -21.29 17
0.10 8 -21.29 18

-0.29 9 -26.00 19

-1.23 10 -33.51 20
ER1 - 55 e r2 = 155

Small U Value = 0 significant at the .002 level*
*Table value required for singificance at .002 level (two 
tailed test) , with N]_ = 10 and N2 — 10 is 10. The lesser 
U must be equal to or smaller than this value to be 
significant.
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Subject Subject

2 - 1.44° 23 2 5°

6 -26■ 00° 24 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ -13.32°

9    ^  6.22° 25 .36°

10 -21.54° 27 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ -21.29°

15 -12.82 28 -33.51°

Figure 21. Angle of Projection for
Low Skilled Subjects



Comparison of High and Low Skilled Subjects
A comparison of the angle of projection of the 

center of gravity in high skilled and low skilled sub

jects revealed that the angle off projection in high 
skilled subjects was an average of 20.12° higher than that 
of the low skilled subjects (Figure 21, Page 107). The 

high skilled subjects showed an average angle of pro
jection of 4.14° above the horizontal while the low
skilled subjects showed an average angle of projection 

oof 15.98 below the horizontal.

The Mann-Whitney U-Test was used to determine if 
a significant difference existed between the high skilled 
and low skilled groups regarding the angle of projection

of the center of gravity. As shown in Table XV, Page 106,
$the U Value was 0 which was significant at the .002 level. 

This indicated that the high skilled subjects had a 

significantly higher angle of projection of the center 

of gravity than did the low skilled subjects.



Initial Velocity of High Skilled Subjects

The initial velocity of the center of gravity 
at take off ranged from a minimum of 6.38 ft/sec to a 
maximum of 9.01 ft/sec among the ten subjects in this 
group. The average initial velocity in high skilled 
subjects was calculated to be 7.66 ft/sec (Table XVI).

Initial Velocity of Low Skilled Subjects

In low skilled subjects, the initial velocity 
of the center of gravity at take off was found to range 
from a minimum of 5.88 ft/sec to a maximum of 9.99 ft/sec. 
The average initial velocity in low skilled subjects was 

found to be 8.11 ft/sec (Table XVI) *

Comparison of High and Low Skilled Subjects

In the comparision of high skilled and low skilled 

subjects, it was found that the low skilled subjects had 
a slightly larger range of initial velocity than did the 
high skilled subjects. The low skilled subjects showed 

initial velocities from 5.88 ft/sec to 9.99 ft/sec 

whereas, the high skilled subjects showed a smaller
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TABLE XVI

INITIAL VELOCITY OF THE CENTER OF GRAVITY 
FOR HIGH SKILLED AND LOW SKILLED SUBJECTS

High Skilled Low Skilled
Initial Velocity Initial Velocity

Subject in Ft/Per/Sec . Subject in Ft/Per/Sec
5 6.38 2 9.01

11 7.46 6 9.77
16 8.37 - 9 7.25
17 6.83 10 9.99

18 7.47 15 8.71
19 7.25 23 8.73
20 9.01 24 5.88

21 8.44 25 6.22

22 7.92 27 6.57

29 7.47 28 8.95

Mean = 7.66 Mean = 8.11
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range from 6.38 ft/sec to 9.01 ft/sec. The average 
initial velocity for the low skilled subjects was found 
to be .45 ft/sec faster than the high skilled subjects.

The Mann-Whitney U—Test Was used to determine if 
a significant difference existed between high skilled and 
low skilled subjects in regard to the initial velocity of 
the center of gravity at take off. As shown in Table XVII,, 
the U value was determined to be 40 which was not 
significant at the .002 level. Therefore, the difference 

of .45 ft/sec between the two groups was not a statisti
cally significant difference,

Summary and Discussion
The path of the center of gravity was directly 

related to the skill level of each performer. The center 
of gravity characteristics appeared to be more con
sistent for the high skilled subjects than for the low 

skilled subjects.

The center of gravity for the high skilled group 

was projected at a significantly higher angle at take off

)
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TABLE XVII

MANN-WHITNEY U-TEST: INITIAL VELOCITY
OF THE CENTER OF GRAVITY

High Skilled 
Raw Score

(%)
Rank

Low Skilled 
Raw Score

(N2)
Rank

9.01 4 9.99 1
8.44 8 9.77 2

8.37 9 9.01 3

7.92 10 8.95 5/
7.47 11 8.73 6 .

7.47 12 8.71 7
7.46 13 7.25 15

7.25 14 6.57 17

6.83 16 6.22 19

6.38 18 5.88 20

ERi := 115 e r 2 =: 95

Smaller U value = 40 not significant at the .002 level*

* Tabled value required for significance at „002 level 
(two tailed test) , with N]_ = 10 and Ng = 10, is 10. 
The lesser U must be equal to or smaller than this 
tabled value to be significant.
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than was the center of gravity for the low skilled, group. 

in terms of the initial velocity of the center of gravity 

at take off, it was determined that there was no signif

icant difference between the high skilled group and the 

low skilled group.

The higher angle of projection contributed to the 

center of gravity rising higher above the ground thereby 

allowing the body to obtain height above the ground and 

more time to fully rotate in the air and land in an 

extended position. The low skilled subjects angle of 

projection was found to be below the horizontal thereby 

not allowing the gymnast as much time to complete body 

rotation before landing. Although the initial velocity 

of the center of gravity was similar for all of the 

subjects, a high flight and longer time in the air is 

determined by a combination of the speed in projecting 

the center of gravity and the angle at which it is pro

jected relative to the horizontal.

In the Review of Literature (Chapter II), it 

was noted that there was no mention of the angle of



projection or initial velocity of the center of gravity 

in any of the literature reviewed. This study, therefore, 

added new information to the known characteristics of the 

front handspring. It was found that, for a high and 

long flight, the center Of gravity must have the 

appropriate combination of initial velocity of the center 

of gravity and an angle of projection above the horizontal 

at take off.

Summary of the Chapter

This chapter reported and discussed the findings 

of this study. The findings were reported according to 

five major questions which dealt with several different 

aspects of the front handspring.

The first question dealt with the timing and 

sequence of body movements found in the front handspring. 

The sequence of events was generally similar for all of 

the subjects, but there were several differences found 

in the amount of time spent in each phase of the skill.
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The total time necessary to execute the entire skill was 
similar for all subjects» The high skilled and low 
skilled subjects spent approximately the same amount of 
time from swing leg lift off to hand contact„ From hand 
contact to take off leg lift off, the high skilled group 
spent a slightly shorter amount of time in this phase with 
four high skilled subjects demonstrating hand contact at 

or immediately after take off leg lift off. In high 

skilled subjects, hand lift off occurred sooner following 
take off leg lift off than for low skilled subjects. In
the flight phase, the high skilled subjects spent twice
as much time in the air than the low skilled subjects 

The second question dealt with the distance 
between toe of the take off leg and the heel of the hand 
at hand contact. The high skilled subjects placed their
hands .48 feet further in front of the take off foot than
the low skilled subjects although no significant difference 
was found between the two groups.
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The third question dealt with '.the time spent in 

hand contact with the ground. The high skilled subjects 

spent significantly less time in hand contact with the 
ground than the low skilled subjects„

The fourth question dealt with the angular range 
of the center of gravity during hand contact. It was 
found that the low skilled subjects had a significantly 

greater total angular range of the center of gravity for 
low skilled subjects was slightly further in front of 
the vertical at the fir^t frame of hand contact and 

further past the vertical at the last frame of hand 
contact than the high skilled group, this was not deter
mined to be a significant difference.

The fifth question dealt with the projectile 
characteristics of the center of gravity during flight. 
The center of gravity of the high skilled group was 
projected at a significantly higher angle at take off 

than was the center of gravity of the low skilled group.
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There was no significant difference found between the high 
and low skilled subjects in terms of initial velocity. 
Therefore, a higher flight and longer time in the air 
which characterized the high skilled subjects were deter
mined by the appropriate combination of the initial speed 
of the center of gravity and the angle of projection of 
the center of gravity in relation to the horizontal.



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, MAJOR FINDINGS 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.

Summary

The purpose of this study was to conduct a 
temporal and kinematic analysis of the running front 

handspring with focus placed on the force producing phase 
of the skill. The following aspects of the skill were 
analyzed and compared for high and low skilled per

formers : a) a sequential time analysis of body move
ment, b) the distance between the hands and take off foot 
at hand contact, c) the time spent in hand contact with 

the ground, d) the angular range of the center of gravity 
over the hands during hand contact, and e) the projectile 
characteristics of the center of gravity during the flight 

phase.

The subjects filmed were thirty females who had 
participated on the women's gymnastics team at The
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University of Arizona, attended undergraduate classes at 
The University of Arizona or participated on women's 
gymnastics teams at the high school level in Tucson, 
Arizona. Twenty of these subjects were chosen to be in 
the study on the basis of their ability to perform a 

running front handspring. Selected for detailed 
analysis were the films of ten subjects who demonstrated 
a high level of proficiency in the front handspring, and 
ten subjects who demonstrated a low level of proficiency. 

There was no attempt to equate the subjects in terms of 
body weight or height.

A review of the pertinent literature was con
ducted to examine and compare the descriptions of the 
front handspring published by several gymnastics authors. 
Selected film studies in the area of gymnastics were also 
reviewed. The areas that were selected for investigation 

in this study were chosen on the basis of a lack of 

information in the literature or of discrepancies found 
in the literature.
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The actual filming of the subjects involved the 

use of a 16mm Pathe movie camera, spatial reference 
markings, electronic timer, specific reference markings 

on the subjects and a measurement board, A Recordak film 
reader, an image Motion Analyzer and a Hewlett Packard 
calculator were the instruments used for the collection 

of data from the film. A reliability study was con
ducted to determine the precision of the investigator's 
measurements in locating the center of gravity from film. 
The data were analyzed to descriptively and statistically 

determine the similarities and differences between high 
skilled and low skilled subjects in terms of a temporal 

analysis, length of hand contact with the ground, dis
tance between hand and take off foot, angular range 
through which the center of gravity moved during hand 
contact and the projectile characteristics of the center 

of gravity; The statistical test used to test the null 

hypothesis for all variables except the temporal analysis 

was the Mann-Whitney U—Test.
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The primary value of the study was to provide 

evidence regarding the components of the front handspring 
and the interaction of body parts in various phases of the 
skill. Such evidence might provide a better scientific 
basis for teaching and improving the student's front 
handspring.

Major Findings

The following were the questions obtained from an 
analysis of pertinent literature which served tq guide the 
study. All major findings are presented in relation to 
these questions:

1) What was the timing or sequence of body movements 
or events found in the front handspring performed by 

high and low skilled performers?

A temporal analysis of the front handspring for 

high skilled and low skilled subjects clearly indicated 

that although the sequence of events was generally 
similar, there were several differences in the amount



of time spent in each phase of the skill. The total time 

needed to execute the entire skill was similar for both 

high and low skilled Subjects along with the time that 

elapsed from swing leg lift off to hand contact. The 

phase from hand c o n t a c t  to take off leg lift off was 

shorter for high skilled subjects with four of the high 

skilled subjects demonstrating hand contact at or 

immediately after take off leg lift off. Hand lift off 

occurred sooner after take off leg lift off for the high 

skilled subjects than for the low skilled subjects..
During the flight phase, the high skilled performers 

spent more than twice as much actual time in the air than 

did the low skilled performers.

2) What was the distance between the toe of the 
take off leg and the heel of the hand at hand contact with 
the ground prior to take off and was this distance ,
significantly different for high versus low skilled 

performers?

The high skilled subjects placed their hands 

an average of 2.54 feet in front of the take off leg which
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was .48 feet further than the hand placement of the low 
skilled subjects. However, this distance was not 
significantly different for the two skill groups.

3) What was the time spent in hand contact with

the ground immediately prior to hand take off and was this 
time significantly different for high versus low skilled 
subjects?

The high skilled subjects spent an average of 

0.274 seconds in hand contact with the ground which was 
0.14 seconds (or 21.66 percent of total time) less than 

the low skilled subjects. Based on the Mann-Whitney 

U-Test, the null hypothesis of no difference between the 

skill groups was rejected and it was concluded that the 
high skilled group spent significantly less time in hand 
contact with the ground than did the low skilled subjects.

4) What was the total angular range through 
which the body (center of gravity) moved over the hands 

during hand contact and was this range significantly 

different for high versus low skilled subjects?
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The position of the center of gravity for both 

high skilled and low skilled groups was located in front 
of a vertical line through the wrists at the first frame 
of hand contact and past the vertical at the last frame 

of hand contact. The total angular range of movement of 

the center of gravity was determined to be significantly 
greater for the low skilled subjects (55.20°) than for 
the high skilled subjects (39.90°).

a) How far (in degrees) was the center of gravity 

behind a vertical line through the wrist as the hands 

first contacted the floor and was it significantly 

different for high versus low skilled subjects?

The center of gravity for the low skilled sub-
ojects was an average of 3.65 further in front of the 

vertical at the first frame of hand contact than it was 

for the high skilled subjects. However» this difference 
between the two skill groups was hot statistically 

significant.

b) How far (in degrees) was the center of 

gravity ahead of the vertical line through the wrist as
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the hands lift off the floor and was it significantly 
different for high versus low skilled subjects?

The center of gravity for the low skilled sub
jects was an average of 10.65° further past the vertical 
at the last frame of hand contact than it was for the 

high skilled subjects. Again, this difference between 
the two skill groups was not statistically significant.

5) What were the projectile characteristics of 

the center of gravity in the flight phase?

a) What was the angle of projection of the 

center Of gravity at take off and was it significantly

different for high versus low skilled subjects?

The angle of projection of the center of gravity 
was significantly higher above the horizontal, on the 

average, (20.12°) for the high skilled subjects in 

comparison to the low skilled subjects. The high skilled 
subjects' average angle of projection of the center of 
gravity was above the horizontal (4.14°) while the low 
skilled subjects had an average angle of projection which 
was below the horizontal (-15.98°).
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b) What was the initial velocity of the center of 

gravity at take off and was it significantly different 

for high versus low skilled subjects?
The initial velocity for the low skilled subjects 

(8.11 ft/sec) was found to be just slightly faster on 
the average (.45 ft/sec) than the initial velocity for 
high skilled subjects (7.66 ft/sec), but this difference 
was not statistically significant.

Conclusions

If the findings may be generalized within the 
scope of this study, the following may be concluded:

1) The sequence of events for high skilled and 

low skilled subjects was similar.
2) High skilled subjects•have a flight phase 

which is twice as long on the average as the low skilled 
subjects, thereby allowing the performer to rotate fully 
and to land in an erect position.
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3) High skilled subjects have a significantly 

smaller total angular range of the center of gravity over 
the hands during hand contact and a significantly shorter 

hand contact time thereby allowing hand lift off while 

the center of gravity is slightly past the vertical.
4) High skilled and low skilled subjects have 

approximately the same initial velocity of the center of 
gravity at take off, but this velocity is directed at a 
significantly higher angle of projection for high skilled 
subjects than for low skilled subjects. This allows the 
center of gravity to rise in the initial flight phase 
for high skilled subjects.

Recommendat ions

The following recommendations for further investi
gation of the front handspring are:

1) Other film analyses of this skill should be 

conducted using a larger sample of both high skilled and 

low skilled subjects.



2) In future research, it would be beneficial to 
conduct a study measuring the amount of force exerted in 
the horizontal and vertical directions during take off 
through the use of a force plate.

3) It would also be beneficial, in future research, 
to determine if there are any other movement or technique 

variables that can be used to distinguish high skilled 
and low skilled subjects.



APPEHDIX A 

HEIGHT AND WEIGHT OF THE SUBJECTS
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SUBJECT HEIGHT (INCHES) WEIGHT (LBS.)

1 62 112
2** 63 115
3 59 99

4 66 143
5* 63 108
6** 67 135
7 63 125
8 60 98
9** 61 103

10** 64 130
11* 65 122
12 63 115
13 63 112
14 60 120
15** 62 129

16* 62 107

17* 64 122
18* 64 108

19* 64 104
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SUBJECT HEIGHT (INCHES) WEIGHT (LBS.)
20* 65 115
21* 63 115
22* 62 95
23** 64 120
24** 62 115

25** 61 ' 97
26 64 130

27** 66 130
28** 65 116

29* 64 130
30 63 115

* = Included in High Skilled Group, N = 10

** = included in Low Skilled Group, N = 10



APPENDIX B

CENTER OF GRAVITY DOCUMENTATION 
WITH DIGITIZER (20 POINTS)

132
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This program finds the coordinates of the body's center 
of gravity in inches, from either a tracing or a direct 
film projection onto the digitizer platen. input 

consists of the coordinates of the 20 points, as pictured 
in the diagram. This program replaces program #B-1.

Source: University of Arizona (Fall, 1973).
Written by J. Spray, B, Atwater
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I. Given

(X1,Y1) , (X2,Y2) (X20,Y2o)
IIo Calculate center of gravity (center of mass) of each 

segment, (i = 1,...,15) and CY^ (i = 1,...,15).
Refer to points identified in Figure 10, Page 46.

CX̂  = (.571(X2 - v + xi) CY1 = (.571(Y2
-  Yl) 4- Yi)

cx2 = (.567(X3 - x2) + X2) c y2 = (.567(Y3
-  Y2) 4- Y2>

CX3 = (.567(X4 - X3) 4- X3) CY3 ~ (.567(Y4 " Y3) 4- Y3}
CX4 = (.401(Xg - x5)+ V cy4 = ( .401(Y6 ,-  V 4- Y5}
cx_ =5 (.373(X? " X6> + X6) CY5 = (.373(Y?

-  V 4- Y6)

II (.567(X.Q " V 4- x7) CY6 = (.567(Ya
- v

4- Y7)
cx7 = <.436<X10- v 4- X9) c y 7 = (.436(Y10- V 4- Y9)
cx = 8 (.430 (Xĵ 2 -xio) 4- X10) CY8 = (•430(Y11-v 4- Y10

IIe (.506 (X12-xll) 4- xll) CYg = ( .5 06 ( ^ -Yll) 4- Y11
CXlO" (.571(X14-x13) 4- xl3) CYio= (.571(Y14“Y13) 4* Y13
GX11= (.567(X15“X14)4- xl4) CY11= (.567(Y15~Y14) 4" Y14
cx12= (.567 (X16-X15) 4- X15) CY12= (,567(Yig-hs’4- Y15
CX13= (. 436(Xjg-X17) 4- xl7) cy13 = (.436(Y18-Y17> 4- Y17IIl—1d (.430(X^g"X18) 4- X18) CY14= (.430(Y19-Y 18> 4- Y18
CX15= (.506 (X20.-X19) 4- X19) CY15= (. 506 (y2o'-Y19> 4- Y19
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III.

IV.

Given

W 1 .0145 W = .0060 9
W2 .0470 W.n = .0145 10
w3 — .0995 W = .0470

W4 . 2820 W 12 = °0995
W5 .2170 W ;L3 = .0280

W6 == .0790 W 14 = .0160

W 7 = .0280 W. _ = .0060 15
W8 .0160

Calculate "X" arid "Y" moments, where
XMj; = CX1*Wi
XM9 = CX *W.  ̂ 2 -6

YM = CY *W 1 1 1
YM = CY *W 2 2 2
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V. Sum the "X" and "Y" moments;

15 15
XM = g (GX.*W.) YM = S (CY. *W.)

1 1 1 1 1 . :l

Vi. The center of gravity of the body is, therefore.

(XM, YM) .



APPENDIX C

TEMPORAL ANALYSIS

Tracing of the Best Performance of 
Each Subject at

1) Foot Contact

2) Hand Contact
3) Midflight

4) Landing
5) Ten Frames After Landing
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Subject 1, Trial 3
133

31158368758985 883

Subject 2, Trial 2

3523725480433 4175



Subject 3 , Trial 2
139

328 3125 3015 264 2425

Subject 4, Trial 1

926 938 993 001 0165
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Subject 5, Trial 1

384 368 357 3215 293

Subject 6, Trial 1

130 1745 142 105
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Subject 7, Trial 2

6216025 661 669 634

Subject 8, Trial 2

8445 829 823 780 7645
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Trial 3

3203373855 376301



Subject 10, Trial 1
143

v.

947 9575 CIO 018 034
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Subject 12 , Trial 1

943 958 007 015 0305

Subject 13, Trial 2

1115 096 089 050 0325



Subject 14, Trial 1

283 290 345 353 3635

Subject 15, Trial 2

892 877 872 8235 8095



Subject 16 , Trial 2
146

6615 625685 669 597

Subject 17, Trial 2

1785 161 150 116 094
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Subject 18, Trial 2

325 309 300 264 240

Subject 19, Trial 1

674 697 737 745 761



Subject 20, Trial 3
148

857 882 917 923 9375

Subject 21, Trial 2

241 254 301 312 328
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Subject 22, Trial 1

996019 003 959 934

Subject 23, Trial 1

774 758 734 706 687



Subject 24, Trial 3

150

176 161 153 102 081

Subject 25, Trial 1

487 510 556 561 576



Subject 25, Trial
151

711577575



IJ
.

152
Subject 21, Trial 2

ect 2S, Trial 2

154 1?S5 1355 086 0565



Subject 29, Trial 2
153

Subject 30, Trial 1
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